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Caves in the Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mountains
Introduction
The Czech–Polish border region, marked out by range of Orlické hory and Góry
Bystrzyckie Mts., represents an area with scenic places, natural interests and
several protected natural formations occurrence. We can mention, for example,
geomorphological and tourist attractive rock formation called Sfinga, which lies
on the slope of Kamenec Hill, near Zdobnice Village, or group of tors called
Marušiny kameny, which originated from frost weathering and which is situated
near Deštné v Orlických horách Village.
Geomorphological formations, which are included in speleologist’s area of interest, are considerably less known. These are underground areas, which originated
from natural processes and which are generally called as cave, or small caves. Of
course, they cannot be compared with large cave‘s systems of Czech or Moravian karst because of their small proportions; nevertheless, they are unique from
several points of view.
Almost no attention was paid to underground objects of Orlické hory Mts. except
several regional short notes and articles; that is why the objects have not still
been explored. This monograph introduces the first comprehensive elaboration
of cave objects, including other geomorphologic microforms, which are being
related to underground in Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts.
This region represents ideal conditions for excursions as well as practical education in terrain because of relative good accessibility and cave safety. Therefore,
the monograph is specified as excursion guidebook, which can be used, for example, for the purposes of the course “Cave Ecology – Terrain Course” education.
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Geomorphological characteristics of the region
Geomorphological characteristics of the region
Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. represent two equivalent regional geomorphological units. There were small complications during their definition,
which were caused by location in two different countries. The Czech Republic as
well as Poland uses their own geomorphological divisions, which do not always
correspond to each other. That is why some of the areas claim the nomenclature
of both states. We cannot even use the publication of KRÁL (1999), which described the physical geography of Europe at higher geomorphological division,
because its classification is too general (see text below).

Tab. I. Geomorphologic units in the region of the Orlické hory and Góry Bys
trzyckie Mts., sensu DEMEK and MACKOVČIN (2006) and KONDRACKI
(2002) (“n.d.” = “not defined”).
Orlické hory Mts. represent a geomorphological unit, which belongs to Česká
vysočina Province, according to regional geomorphological classification of the
Czech Republic (DEMEK and MACKOVČIN 2006). To be more specific, it
belongs to Krkonoše–Jeseníky system and Orlice subsystem.
The above-mentioned authors divide Orlické hory Mts. into three separate sub–
units: Deštenská hornatina Mts., Mladkovská vrchovina Highland and Bukovohorská hornatina Mts. As SLÁDEK in ROČEK (1977) states, the whole range of
Orlické hory Mts., which stretches away from the state border above Olešnice v
Orlických horách Village to south base of Buková hora Hill near Heřmanice Village, is more than 50 km long and its width ranges between 8 and 17 km.
It is necessary to mention that Polish geomorphological classification (KONDRACKI 2002) assigns middle and south part of Orlické hory Mts., which are
created by approximately three sub–units: Mladkovská vrchovina Highland and
Bukovohorská hornatina Mts. as well as elongated region of Orlicko-záhorská
brázda Trough to the meso–region of Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. (see the crosshatch
on the Fig. 2). However, we use a Czech terminology in this article and the mentioned region is described within the area of Orlické hory Mts.
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Fig. 1. The winter temper on former watchtower on top of the Velká Deštná
Mount (1 115 m a. s. l.). Photo: R. Pokorný.
Deštenská hornatina Mts. represents a strongly disaggregated erosional/denudational surface of the Orlice Megaanticline with the highest elevations in its
SE part. It takes form of the etchplain, elevated during the Saxonian tectonics,
with partial ridges, terraced, low-disaggregated fault slopes at NE, falling to the
Orlicko-záhorská brázda Trough.
Deštenská hornatina Mts. consists of three districts – Orlický hřbet Ridge with
peak height between 1 000 and 1 100 m a. s. l., which is disrupted by Orlické
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rozsochy Forked Branches and Orlicko-záhorská brázda Trough, which borders
the ridge on the NE. The Olešnice part with Panský vrch Hill (781 m a. s. l.)
belong to Orlický hřbet Ridge in the NE direction from Olešnice v Orlických
horách Village.
The main ridge of Orlické hory Mts.’ northern part, which is located in the elevation of 790 m a. s. l., stretches away to the SE and it consists of Vrchmezí Mount,
Deštné v Orlických horách Village, Kunštát Village and Anenský vrch Hill parts.
The highest point of the Vrchmezí Mount part is Vrchmezí Mount (1 084 m a.
s. l.), from which forked branch of Sedloňovský vrch Mount (1 050 m a. s. l.)
comes. Šerlišské sedlo Gap (985 m a. s. l.) and the upper reaches of the Bělá
River separate it from Deštné v Orlických horách Village part, where Orlické
hory Mts. culminate, especially Velká Deštná Mount (1 115 m a. s. l.) dominate
in the main ridge.
The main ridge continues to the SE via Kunštát Village part. It runs behind the
gap, in the NE direction from the valley of the Čertovodolský potok Creek in
the elevation of 965 m a. s. l. Its forked branch is limited by the valley of the
Čertovodolský potok Creek. The valley of the Říčka River upper flow and line,
continuing to the NW to the valley of the Čertovodolský potok Creek, separate
the main ridge from the parallel one on the right bank of the upper part of the
Říčka River.
Anenský vrch Hill part of the main ridge lies in the NE direction from Říčky v
Orlických horách Village in the altitude of 925 m a. s. l. It decreases to the SE
to Vrchní Orlice Village and Bartošovice v Orlických horách Village and it is
separated from Kunštát Village part by the valley of the Hluboký potok Creek.
Mladkovská vrchovina Highland is characterized by lower relief, which does not
reach over 800 m a. s. l. between the valleys of the Divoká and Tichá Orlice Rivers. Strongly destroyed structural terraces on Cenomanian sandstone are located
on the NW, far from Divoká Orlice Valley, called Bartošovická vrchovina Highland. There are rounded ridges on gneiss bedrock, too. The surface rises slightly
to 700 m a. s. l. northwards from Horní Rokytnice Village, in the SE direction.
Stream of the Divoká Orlice River flows in the NE – SW direction in deeply
incised valley of the Divoká Orlice River between Ostrov Village and Klášterec
nad Orlicí Village near Zemská brána Rock Gate. It follows the faulted zone in
N–S direction during a short segment near Klášterec nad Orlicí Village.
We can observe structural ridges, built by amphibolite and granodiorite, between
Divoká and Tichá Orlice Valley, in so–called Pastvinská vrchovina Highland, on
the left side of Divoká Orlice Valley. The highest tops represent gneiss elevations
of Adam Hill (765 m a. s. l.), ridge on the NE side (759 m a. s. l.), Přední hraniční
vrch Hill (722 m a. s. l.) and Studený Hill (720 m a. s. l.).
The ridge on Studený Hill, which is asymmetric in cross–section profile according to structural gneiss conditions in this area, creates approximately 26 m high
frost–riven cliffs, eastwards Tichá Orlice Valley. The frost–riven cliffs are called
Studenské skály Rocks. The area between both Orlice Rivers has an asymmetric
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river network. The longer and bigger watercourses are drained to the west and
SW towards the Divoká Orlice River. These are especially the Hraniční potok
Creek, the Orlička Creek, the Vítanovský potok Creek and the Studený potok
Creek.
Bukovohorská hornatina Mts. is located in the south part of Orlické hory Mts.,
near Tichá Orlice Valley in the SE direction. It is characterized by asymmetric
relief. It is created by protracted long west and SW slopes, which are dissected
by range of consequent streams, emptying into the Tichá Orlice River – e.g.
the Těchonínský potok Creek, the Černovický potok Creek, the Jamenský potok
Creek, the Orličský potok Creek and the Bystřecký potok Creek. The Moravská
Sázava River, which flows to SE and south, springs on the SE slope of Buková
hora Hill. On the other hand, steep eastern slopes are relatively less articulated,
only short erosion gullies appear, and they run straight along the fault line, which
detaches Orlické hory Mts. from the area of Králická brázda Trough.
Line of the main ridge runs above this steep fault-scarp and it highlights relatively great difference in altitude between Bukovohorská hornatina Mts. and the
bottom of Králická brázda Trough.
The area in east direction from Orličky Hill (814 m a. s. l.) divides Bukovohorská
hornatina Mts. into Orličský hřbet Ridge on the north, where Vysoký kámen Hill
(843 m a. s. l.), Bouda Hill (845 m a. s. l.), Bradlo Hill (985 m a. s. l.), Suchý
vrch Hill (995 m a. s. l.) and Prostřední vrch Hill (871 m a. s. l.) rise, and into
Výprachtická vrchovina Highland on the south, where Jeřáb Hill (900 m a. s. l.),
Buková hora Hill (958 m a. s. l.) and Strážka Hill (835 m a. s. l.) dominate.
This main ridge creates elongated forked branches with the west and SW direction, which create the water–divide among valleys of the Tichá Orlice River left
tributaries - Hejnov Hill (711 m a. s. l.), Jedlina Hill (778 m a. s. l.), Martinova
Hať Hill (713 m a. s. l.), Bulík Hill (729 m a. s. l.), Čenkovický vrch Hill (719 m
a. s. l.), Hoblovna Hill (793 m a. s. l.), Špičák Hill (798 m a. s. l.). The south end
of Orlické hory Mts. runs along valley depression in Horní and Dolní Heřmanice
Villages, where left tributary of the Moravská Sázava River flows (SLÁDEK in
ROČEK 1977, DEMEK and MACKOVČIN 2006).
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Fig. 2. Area of Orlické hory Mts. (hatch sideward to the right) and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. (hatch sideward to the left). Cross-hatch stands for areas of disproportions in Czech and Polish geomorphological terminology Free interpretation of
DEMEK and MACKOVČIN (2006) and KONDRACKI (2002).
Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. represent a separate mezoregion according to Polish geomorphologic nomenclature (KONDRACKI 2002). This term reflects an area,
which corresponds to Czech geomorphologic unit called mesoregion (=celek in
Czech) (DEMEK and MACKOVČIN 2006). As far as superior geomorphologic
units are concerned, this mezoregion of Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. belongs to the
province Masyw Czeski (in Czech = Česká vysočina), to sub–province Sudety z
Przedgórzem Sudeckim (=Krkonošsko–jesenická soustava) and to macro–region
Sudety Środkowe (=Orlická podsoustava).
Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. are separated from Orlické hory Mts. by narrow and deep
valley of the Bystrzyca Dusznicka River on the NW, and by wide valley of the
Divoká Orlice River on the SW. They fall to Nysa Kladská Valley on the east
and NE.
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Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. form rather compact massif with very distinct extern
morphological border, marked by both Kamieńczyk and Długopole-Paszkowa
faults (denivelation ca. 150 m). Their top-surface is intensively plained, and culminations are mostly poorly isolated. In the northern part, the massif is cut by the
Bystrzyca River and by the Porębnik and Różana Creeks in the south.
It is possible to say that Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. are divided into two parts: northern and southern. The northern one starts with Duszniki-Zdrój and PolanicaZdrój (Spa Towns) and it ends in the vicinities of the Spalona Village. This part
of the mountains is divided by the uppermost Bystrzyca River in two ridges:
eastern one with the highest summit of the Łomnicka Równia Hill (897 m a. s. l.)
and Rówienka Hill (834 m a. s. l.) and western one with the highest summits of
Biesiec Hill (832 m a. s. l.) and Mount Zbójnicka (828 m a. s. l.).
The mountain ridge get narrow in southeast direction and they create a single
ridge behind the road gap Spalona. To dominating tops here belong Sasanka Hill
(964 m a. s. l.) and Jagodna Hill (977 m a. s. l.). The last outstanding top – Czerniec Hill (891 m a. s. l.) is located much closer to Divoká Orlice Valley and it is
accessible from the border checkpoint in Bartošovice Village. Góry Bystrzyckie
Mts. are less extensive and lower, when compared with Orlické hory Mts. and the
difference between the highest tops equals 150 m.
The area of interest was necessary to be broader because there are several caves,
which were formed in metamorphic rocks of the ridge of the Orlické hory Mts.,
although they belong to adjoining complex – Podorlická pahorkatina Upland
from geomorphologic point of view. These caves are mentioned in detail in the
text below.

Fig. 3. The area of Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. from the viewpoint near the Graniczna
Village. Photo: R. Pokorný.
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Geology of the Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts.
As far as geologic constitution is concerned, Orlické hory Mts. are created by
medium–metamorphosed rocks of the Proterozoic age, which originated as thick
layers of sediments and accumulations of volcanic rocks in the marine environment. Creating processes changed the landscape characteristics during a long
time in Paleozoic. The landscape found itself at the sea bottom as well as in terrestrial environment, during geological development, and it was gradually completely modeled by mighty folding and consequently also by erosion processes.
Cadomian folding moved up the Orlica-Snieznik complex from the originally
plain surface. Magmatic melt penetrated into the complex during the Hercynian
folding in the period of Paleozoic. The surface was leveled by intensive erosion
process. The area subsided again in the Upper Cretaceous and it was almost completely covered by sea. There can still be found remains of marlstone with relatively rich fossils in Orlicko-záhorská brázda Trough. Reactivation of old faults
and elevation of Orlické hory Mts. started during the Saxonian folding during
Tertiary. Frost weathering, which created frost–riven cliffs, stone fields and stone
streams, had a significant influence on the ridge of Orlické hory Mts. during the
Quaternary glaciations. These geomorphologic features are better to be observed
at the side forked branches and slopes than at the tops of the main ridge. This is,
for example, a group of mica-schist and gneiss rock outcrops on Maruša Mount
(1 042 m a. s. l.) or Kamenec Hill (953 m a. s. l.).
The northern part of Orlické hory Mts. consists largely of orhogneiss, from which
the main ridge between Velká Deštná Mount (1 115 m a. s. l.) and Anenský vrch
Hill (991 m a. s. l.) is created. Mica-schist and paragneiss of the Stronie Group
form a continuous rim of the main ridge from Malá Deštná Mount to Vrchní
Orlice Village in the SW direction. The similar rim, which is surrounded by
quartzite at the inner side, can be found on the NE slope of the main ridge, which
is disrupted by gradual faults. Orthogneiss is located here in a line along the
Divoká Orlice River, in the NW and SE direction from Orlické Záhoří Village.
The northernmost part, so called Vrchmezí Mount part, is created by gneiss and
mica-schist, which are surrounded by amphibolites and phyllites of Nové Město
Group on the west and by granodiorite near Olešnice v Orlických horách Village.
Orthogneiss, Cenomanian sandstone, in a small amount also Lower Turonian
marlstone can be observed in the middle part of Orlické hory Mts. Lines of amphibolite, gneiss, mica-schist and granodiorite rise from the strongly tectonically
disrupted area, which bounds on the valley of the Divoká Orlice River between
Klášterec nad Orlicí Village and Pastviny Village (SLÁDEK in ROČEK 1977).
As far as igneous rocks are concerned, granodiorite from Litice nad Orlicí Village and Nový Hrádek Villages can be mentioned.
Orthogneiss, where bodies of mica-schist and paragneiss of the Zábřeh Group
sporadically occur, dominates in the southern part of Orlické hory Mts. These
rocks are surrounded by mica-schist, gneiss, amphibolite and granodiorite
bodies, too, among the towns and villages of Bystřec, Výprachtice and Štíty
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(DOMEČKA and OPLETAL 1974, 1976, OPLETAL et al. 1980, OPLETAL
2002, VÍTEK 2001).
Crystalline basement of the Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. is built by rocks of the geological unite called Orlica-Snieznik complex (LANGE et al. 2005). It is composed of two fundamental rock-series: supracrustal one (Stronie Group) and
infracrustal one. The first one is built of various mica-schist with para-gneiss
with numerous inserts of quartz and graphite schist, amphibolite and amphibole
schist, together with crystalline limestone and dolomite (calcite- and dolomitemarble). Migmatite-gneiss occurs locally, too. Protolith of the supracrustal series
were such marine sediments like sand, limestone, mud and clay, locally enriched
in organic material. Amphibole rocks were formed from such submarine volcanic products like basaltic lavas and tuffs. Dating of metamorphosed limestones,
based on Acritarcha microfossils gave the Upper Wend – the Lowest Cambrian
age (GUNIA 1984).
The infracrustal series form orthogneiss (also called granitegneiss) of very variable structure. Some of them are coarse- or fine-grained, some are of ‘augengneiss’ type, while others are rod, laminar, etc. They were formed most probably
by metamorphism of granitic intrusive body. Intrusive phenomena and metamorphism, sometimes of migmatization type (early stage of secondary magmas
melting), were synchonic. The age of the porphyric granite intrusion was before
519–490 Ma. Time limits of intensive, multistage metamorphism and intensive
deformations were calculated as 521–492 Ma. Gneiss was formed within the
P-T conditions 650–700°C and ca. 9 kbar (see discussion of ŻELAŹNIEWICZ
2003).

Fig. 4. (on the next page) Geology of the Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie
Mts. 1 – Paleozoic, Carboniferous sediments in the Foredeep; 2 – Lower
Permian, red terrestrial mudstone, sandstone, conglomerate, arkose; 3, 4, 5 –
Upper Cretaceous, calcareous claystone, marlstone, sandstone; 6, 7 – Cenozoic,
sand, gravel, clay; 8 – Precambrian/Paleozoic, phyllite; 9 – Precambrian/
Paleozoic, mica-schist and gneiss; 10 – Precambrian/Paleozoic, gneiss, partly
migmatized; 11 – Precambrian/Paleozoic, gneiss and migmatite subjected to
retrograde metamorphism; 12, 13 – Precambrian/Paleozoic, migmatized gneiss,
migmatite; 14 – Pre–Variscian intrusives, metagranite, orthogneiss; 15 – Pre–
Variscian intrusives, biotite and amphibole–biotite granite and granodiorite;
16 – Pre–Variscian intrusives, gabbro, metagabbro; 17, 18 – Variscian intrusives,
monzogranite, granodiorite; 19 – Variscian intrusives (non divided). Source:
GeoČR500.
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Gneiss of the infracrustal series occurs mainly in northern (from vicinities of
Zbójnicka Hill to Rudawa and Poręba Villages) and southern (between villages
Niemojów, Kamieńczyk and Boboszów) parts of Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. In their
central part and also in the east (near Huta i Nowa Bystrzyca Villages) and along
a narrow belt in the south (near the town Międzylesie and Kamieńczyk Village)
rocks of the supracrustal series occur.
Next diastrophic stage was marked 340–320 Ma. Tectonic movements caused
forming of tectonic breccia zones and such rocks like cataclasite and mylonite.
Dyke-rocks such as lamprophyre were formed locally, too.
On the widespread area of Góry Bystrzyckie Mts., crystalline structural level is
covered with Upper Cretaceous sediments of 99–85 Ma in age. These are such
shallow-marine sediments like sandstone, marl, limestone, mudstone and claystone. The uplift of crystalline massifs and their overthrusting upon Cretaceous
sediments took place during Late-Alpine tectonic movements.
The Quarternary cover is created by Pleistocene gravel and river-terraces sand,
slope wash clay and Holocene peat and river deposits.
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Carbonate rocks distribution in Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts.
Carbonate rocks belong among the important mined raw materials in the Czech
Republic. Many karst caves were uncovered because of quarrying – for example
Chýnovská jeskyně Cave, Bozkov dolomite Caves, Na Pomezí Cave or Na Tu
roldu Cave (HROMAS et al. 2009). The similar features, only in a smaller scale,
were found in the local region in the past.
The carbonate veins and bodies of various thicknesses can be observed in the
crystalline rocks of Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. Their presence is
conditioned by rocks genesis before metamorphosis.
As far as the genesis is concerned, the dominant element in the region is represented by crystalline rocks of Stronie Group, created by mica-schist and gneiss in
the line of following towns and villages: Olešnice v Orlických horách – Deštné
v Orlických horách – Rokytnice v Orlických horách. They had originally a form
of marine sediments of Middle Proterozoic to Lower Paleozoic, created by claystone and marlstone. Sedimentation in this area was interrupted by old Caledonian folding during the Upper Cambrian (DON and OPLETAL 1996). Several
centimetres to metres thick places and lens of crystalline limestone and dolomite
are situated in the metamorphic rocks of Stronie Group. These are for example
near Vrchmezí Mount and Vápenný vrch Hill. The much more abundant presence of limestone bodies can be found on the Polish side. These are crystalline
dolomite lenses, ca. 1,5 km long, in the vicinities of the Town Duszniky-Zdrój,
near Polskie Wrota Path and at the former hamlet Kozia Hala, where once the
cave existed. Well known occurrence of these rocks exists on various levels of
the eastern slope of the Orlica Mount and on the territory of Zieleniec Village.
The so-called Nové Město Group has an origin in clayey, silty and sandy sediments of Upper Proterozoic. These rocks are located in the area among Nové
Město nad Metují, Hlinné and Deštné v Orlických horách Towns and Villages.
Carbonate admixture has a form of fine veins at the surfaces of phyllite and
metamorphic schist.
The rocks of Nové Město Group verge into Zábřeh Group towards the SE, which
are very well noticeable southwards from Rychnov nad Kněžnou Town, near
Rokytnice v Orlických horách Town and then near Pastviny Village. The prevailing rocky type is biotic gneiss with small admixture of calcite here (KRUTSKÝ
1974, ČECH, OPLETAL 2000, OPLETAL 2002).
Carbonates form always only several metres thick lens and places. They are
rarely pure; they can contain grains or places of quartz and feldspar and are very
often coloured by hematite and graphite. Calcite admixture occurs in connection
with lamprophyric dykes in this region, especially in the areas of polymetallic
mineralization, which can be observed e.g. near Nová Ves u Orlického Záhoří
Village, the valley of the Čertovodolský potok Creek or Zakletý vrch Hill. Nevertheless, calcite has a shape of thin veins, here (POKORNÝ 2008).
This limestone used to be mined on both sides of national border, in several small
quarries; whereas karst features were being uncovered.
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The northernmost locality of former metamorphic carbonates mining was
an abandoned quarry eastwards from Olešnice v Orlických horách Village.
KRUTSKÝ (1974) found here a body of crystalline limestone (or dolomite),
accompanied by quartzite, which forms a lenticular shape, 400 x 60 m in size.
The fine–grained rock is pink or yellowish, greyish streaked and it occurs here
in strongly disrupted benches and plates. The deposit thickness is supposed to be
20 – 30 m. The quarry walls are completely overlaid by talus cone, nowadays,
and the rock does not go on the surface. There are no karst features in the quarry
and no other findings are going to be expected.
Another quarry was opened on the SE slope of Vápenný vrch Hill. A relict of
double field, wood heating lime-kiln, with capacity reaching approximately
10 m2, is situated here. The quarry was detailed described by KRUTSKÝ (1974)
as well as by VAVŘÍNOVÁ (1948). A small karst cave can be found in the quarry
area (ŠTAFL 1969).
A smaller pit quarry was opened on the opposite side of the valley of the
Čertovodolský potok Creek, on the northern slope of Kamenec Hill. It was a
small quarry, according to KRUTSKÝ (1974), where carbonates did not form a
continuous body but only thin lenticular layers 2 m thick, which alternate with
mica-schist and gneiss. Local fine– or medium–grained crystalline limestone had
white or slightly pink colour and it contained the mica streaks. The quarry is destroyed, nowadays, and the karst features were not developed here, or they were
destroyed during the mining activities.
A borehole survey was carried out for the purpose of polymetallic and uranium
ores seeking in the region and nine carbonate bodies were found near Vápenný
vrch Hill, Kamenec Hill and the valley of the Čertovodolský potok Creek. Another four ones were located towards Zakletý vrch Hill (ONDRA, POTMĚŠIL
1965). KRUTSKÝ is a little bit skeptical to these statements because he found
only mica-schist and orthogneis at the several supposed localities. The present
geologic map (1:50 000) shows eight localities, where crystalline limestone were
found in this region.
The signs of karstification have been recently found in a small shaft quarry in
the crystalline limestone with numerous mica-schist streaks under Srázný Hill.
The karst canal with active water flow found here ant it would deserve a detailed
geo–electric survey, according to POHUNEK and POKORNÝ (2010).
Limestone mining is probably connected with the discovery of the entrance to
the biggest karst cave on the Czech part of the area of interest – the Cave near
Orlické Záhoří Village (POKORNÝ 2008). Unfortunately, we know almost
nothing about the local mining history, unlike the Polish locality (Złota Sztolnia
Cave) where mine–technical and karst genesis are also knit together.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of carbonate rocks (crystalline limestone, marble and
dolomite) in the Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. Free interpretation of
GIERWIELANIEC and RADWAŃSKI 1955; SAWICKI 1962; WALCZAKAUGUSTYNIAK and WROŃSKI 1981; OPLETAL 1986; CYMERMAN 1989,
1990; KOZDRÓJ 1990, 1991.
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Probably the last place in Orlické hory Mts., where crystalline limestone was
mined, was a quarry along the road near Podlesí Village, approximately 2 km
from Neratov Village in the NNW direction. VAVŘÍNOVÁ (1948) describes
here remains of wall quarry, 80 m long and 20 m high. The limestone was mined
until the end of the 18th century; it is presumable that a lime-kiln stood there.
A continuous forest cover can be found here instead of the quarry, nowadays,
and the rock does not come up the surface. It used to be probably a relatively
small quarry because only mica-schist and quartzite of the Stronie Group are
documented in the present geologic map 1:50 000.
In summary, it can be stated that all localities with karst features in Orlické hory
Mts. are connected with mining activities, surface as well as underground.
The same situation exists in Poland, too. Several ancient quarries, differently
preserved, are located in Poland within lenses of marble and dolomitic marble.
There were five such sites in the vicinities of Duszniki-Zdrój Town; the bestknown one was located in Graniczna Village (Kozia Hala). Another, little one
was worked out at estern slope of Orlica Mount, relatively near the Złota Sztolnia
Cave. However, in most of cases we do not have precise information about the
time of their exploitation.
It is ironic, that the probably most famous karst object of the Polish part of the
Orlické hory Mts. – Złota Sztolnia Cave, with the tunnel length more than 170 m,
was found during iron ore mining.
In the Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. the occurrences of crystalline limestone is concentrated in the vicinity of Różanka Village. Here, total area of surfacial apperarances of ca. 10 large and a number of minor limestone lenses is approximately
1 km2. In the northwesternmost located lens, the Solna Jama Cave was formed.
Moreover, isolated crystalline limestone lenses 100–700 m long can be also observed near Rudawa and Czerwony Strumień Villages.
In total, there are 12 ancient quarries of very different size and shape in the above mentioned above areas. Isolated little quarries are near Rudawa and Poręba
Villages. There is the entrance to Solna Jama Cave in one of them. Five quarries
of various sizes are located westwards from Różanka Village, other three – including a very big one, ca. 500 m wide – lie southwards from the same village.
The above mentioned big quarry had probably still operated after the year 1964,
which caused destruction of the cave in Różanka Village (KONIECZNY et al.
1996).
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Fig. 6. Old lime-kiln near limestone quarry on Vápenný vrch Hill. Photo:
R. Pokorný.
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Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. from speleological point of view
This region does not quite clearly represent a dominant position among speleologically attractive areas of the Czech Republic as well as Poland. The main
reason lies in the geologic structure of the crystalline bedrock and the character
of geomorphologic development in Cenozoic. Carbonate rocks, which are necessary for karst features development, are almost absent here. Frost weathering of
metamorphic rocks in mountain areas during Pleistocene enabled origin of shallow underground pseudokarst cavities.
That is why caves of Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. were outside the
attention of general as well as scientific public. The underground was first discovered and literally described in the second half of the 20th century, outside
several exceptions. It is not known when the first cave was found in this region.
It is probable, that it was found in the Middle Ages when the mineral resources
were mined. Crystalline limestone deposits played very important role. All karst
features, which occur here were discovered or touched by human activity in this
region, as was written in above-mentioned chapter.
On the other hand, the relationship between the mining and uncovering of
pseudokarst caves belong to less known phenomenon. Within the scope of the
Czech Republic, we can mention caves originated in Upper Cretaceous sandstone under Děčínský Sněžník Hill, which were uncovered during fluorite mining (POKORNÝ 2010). Narrow and long crevice-type caves of tectonic origin
were described by CÍLEK (1995). They are located on the ore mines in Cínovec,
Příbram and Jáchymov mining areas. Similar pseudokarst cavities were discovered during brown coal mining near Valkeřice Village in České středohoří Mts.
(VESELÝ 2000).
Although there are dozens of abandoned mines and exploration galleries in
Orlické hory and Gory Bystrzyckie region (for more information see for example
POKORNÝ et al. 2004, POKORNÝ 2008), localities with pseudokarst features,
associated with the historical mining, have not been described yet. All the caves
have a natural origin and their formation was connected with cold climate impact
during Quaternary.
Fig. 7. (on the next page) Distribution of caves in Orlické hory and Góry
Bystrzyckie Mts. 1 - Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village, 2 - Small cave under
Vápenný vrch Hill, 3 - Solna Jama Cave, 4 - Złota Sztolnia Cave, 5 - Cave
near Graniczna Village, 6 - Caves near Różanka Village, 7 - Caves in Wilcze
Doły, 8 - Quarry under Srázný Hill, 9 - Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock,
10 - Small cave in Ledříčkova skála Rock, 11 - Small cave in Pašerácká skála
Rock, 12 - Small cave under Maruša Mount, 13 - Small cave on Homole Mount,
14 - Small cave near Panorama hotel, 15 - Small cave in Antoniino údolí Valley,
16 - Mała Młocka Cave, 17 - Cave near Kozia Hala.
- karst cave,
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Formation and the origin of caves
The origin of karst and karst caves is connected with several fundamental factors’ combination, especially with the presence of soluble rocks (the most often carbonate type), solvent supply (i.e. water) and fissure system, especially of
tectonic origin. Karstification of these rocks, which are for example limestone,
marble, dolomite and others, runs according to following scheme: rain or other
surface water infiltrates along fissures into the rock massive, and due to dissolving rocks, it causes canals, funnels, tunnels and caves of various proportions.
Rock dissolution is made faster because water disposes of higher amount of CO2,
during the contact with air, which acts, in a form of HCO3–, like a solvent in water
solution (POKORNÝ, HOLEC 2009).
As it was explained in the above-mentioned chapter, karst features of Orlické
hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. are connected with isolated and not so wide
bodies of crystalline limestone. The origin and age of these rocks are very well
known but the history of their karstification is still an unsolved question. Several
brief published information on local karst features include their description, or
their connection with historical mining. Information on genesis is limited to the
fact that flowing water must be present (BIEROŃSKI et al. 2007a, POKORNÝ
2008, POHUNEK, POKORNÝ 2010 and others).
We would like to summarize all the facts, in this chapter, which do not deal with
the exact age of karst features of Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts., but
they can assist in further investigations.
The main principle of caves formation is a fact, that limiting factor of age identification is a parent rock origin dating, which means that the cave cannot be older
than the parent rock itself. This statement does not reduce too much the interval
within the scope of Proterozoic to Paleozoic age of local crystalline limestone
and dolomite. On the other hand, we can use information gained from paleotectonics and relief modelling.
Very old phases of karstification, which proceeded in Bohemian Karst (Central
Bohemia) or Tišnov area (Central Moravia) during Devonian, cannot be documented in the area of Orlické hory Mts., because if were theoretically the limestone also dissolute in this age, due to the long–term denudation of terrain surface removed erosion all evidence of probable karstification.
From the area of the Góry Bystrzyckie Mts., an interesting example of the fossil
karst was described (GIERWIELANIEC and SZTUK 1977). In the abandoned
quarry of the crystalline limestone near the Ludowa Village, 4 km westwards of
Duszniki-Zdrój Town, the place of irregular shape was found, inside which an
“exotic” sediment was described. This structure was similar to the karst funnel,
filled up with plastic material. Based on characteristics of this sediment, the authors defined the age of the whole structure as “older than Upper Cretaceous”,
probably Carboniferous. If so, several karst structres (perhaps even caves), close
to ca. 300 Ma in age, might be formed in carbonate lenses in Góry Bystrzyckie
Mts.
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Karst features formation cannot be excluded during Lower Cretaceous in this
region, because there was moist and warm climate in area of Bohemian Massif,
which caused intensive karstification of sedimentary and crystalline limestone.
Karst cavities, which are filled with laterite of red colour, can serve as the evidence. These cavities can be found at many places in Moravian Karst (BOSÁK,
CÍLEK 2009).
Relicts of lateritic weathering from Mesozoic can be located in the area of interest and its surrounding, too. Approximately ten separated laterite–bauxite small
basins, situated in terrain depressions of pre–Cretaceous relief, can be observed
in Orlické hory Foothills. Their occurrence in connection with iron ores were
detailed mapped by POKORNÝ (2008).
Carbonate karstification in the region from the Cretaceous age has not still been
documented. Here we can speak about the same situation as in the case of karstification during Paleozoic – its potential existence had been destroyed by denudation long time ago.
Syndepositional subsidence of large part of Bohemian Massif took place during
Upper Cretaceous and the whole area of Orlické hory Mts. lied under the sea
level within the scope of large sea transgression (MALKOVSKÝ et al. 1974).
The presence of continuous sea basin can be documented by Upper Cretaceous
sedimentary relicts’ presence in the area between Zemská brána Rock Gate and
Bartošovice v Orlických horách Village as well as the line of Upper Cretaceous
sediments in so-called Orlicko-záhorská brázda Trough and along the national
border between Orlické Záhoří and Trčkov Villages. The line further reaches
Poland (RADWAŃSKI 1973, VALEČKA 1978).
The area of interest has been a dry land since the regression at the end of Cretaceous. There was a continual surface denudation, which caused planated georelief. The relief stayed the same till Upper Cretaceous (CZUDEK 2005).
The Saxonian phase of the Alpine folding during Tertiary has a significant influence on structural relief development of Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts.
It expresses itself by breaking up and differential upheaval of Orlica-Snieznik
complex in the NE part of Bohemian Massif. Tectonic motion evoked intension of relief denudation and erosion and partially planated surface was formed.
Slightly undulated or planated surface developed in the period and it eroded crystalline rocks as well as Mesozoic sediments (DEMEK et al. 1965).
The total megaanticlinal arching of Orlické hory Mts. can be documented by relicts of Upper Cretaceous sediments in the area of the Divoká Orlice River. Their
bases are situated at the altitude of 600 – 650 m a. s. l., according to VALEČKA
(1978). The difference in elevation is between uneroded surface of crystalline
basement and the upper part of Orlické hory Mts. approximately 450 m. This
height difference represents the minimum value of relative tectonic motion.
Another phase of intensive karstification of Bohemian Massif proceeded in Eocene to Miocene, when the ridge of Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzycke Mts. had
risen up. The most important caves and cave systems of Bohemian and Moravian
karst, as well as caves near Javoříčko Village and Hranice na Moravě Town,
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formed in this period. Karst features in our aimed region cannot be matched together with this stage, because the bodies of crystalline limestone were covered
by layer of Upper Cretaceous sediments, several hundred meters thick.
The most presumable hypothesis is, that karst of Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. originated during the last bigger phase of Bohemian Massif karstification, which happened during Miocene to Pleistocene (26 Ma – cca 2 Ma),
later formation during Quaternary cannot be also excluded. We can use another
Czech caves, which embody high similarity, for comparison. They are especially
caves of Králický Sněžník Massif (e.g. Tvarožné díry Caves), approximately
20 km far from the area of interest. These objects originated in crystalline limestone, as well, which have a form of tectonically isolated bodies. Limestone belongs to Stronie Group of Orlica-Snieznik complex, as in the case of Orlické
hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. MADĚRA (1982) notes, that the findings of
clay fillings in karst pockets indicate the tropical origin of Sněžnický kras Karst,
when intensive chemical weathering of surrounding orthogneiss was in progress.
DEMEK (2005) studied the valley pediments and stratigraphic position of preserved Tertiary lacustrine sediments and he added that the cave origin must have
taken part in a period before less than 5 Ma. Cave beds and young sediment fillings disposal proceeded during glacial ages, when the snow cover melted during
arctic summer.
Much younger are the karst caves in Ještědský hřbet Ridge in the northern part
of the Czech Republic. They are for example Jitravská Cave or Nedobytná Cave.
These objects are formed in metamorphic limestone of Krkonoše–Jizera Crystalline Complex. Their origin proceeded probably in two periods. Phreatic canals, vadoze canals and cavities, connected with Ještědský hřbet Ridge upheaval,
formed during Miocene to Lower Pleistocene (11 – 2 Ma). On the other hand,
extensive remodelling of these cavities took place during Elsterian Glacial (620 –
430 ka) because of melting water, ice and snow masses circulation (HORÁČEK
2009).
At the end, we can conclude that the karstification of Orlické hory and Góry
Bystrzyckie Mts. started with high probability in Upper Tertiary – as the indirect
evidence can serve relicts of lateritic weathering of Tertiary age. They were confirmed at the upper parts of Orlické hory Mts., at the altitudes of 920 – 1 115 m,
too (PELÍŠEK 1978). Karstification could continue in the Quaternary Glacials,
as well. Although the glacier did not take place on the area of Orlické hory and
Góry Bystrzyckie Mts., the mountain landscape character, with the altitudes
about 1 000 m, signalized high snow cover, which contained a high amount of
melting water. This water run down the slopes during the summer period and
it entered the limestone bodies using tectonic and cryogenic fissures, where it
could create new underground cavities or transform existing objects.
Unfortunately, the direct evidences are still missing. No sediment fillings have
been found in the caves of area of interest, except the thin layers of young redeposited deluvium (there is only one exception – approximately 30 ka old fossiliferous filling in Solna Jama Cave). Moreover, preservation of vertebrates or
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molluscs in the cave sediments is not presumable because of acidic reaction of
surrounding crystalline rocks.
Pseudokarst caves originate only by means of mechanical forces, which can be
called as physical erosion. The only condition is an appropriate exogenous agent
influence or combination of factors, which affect the compact rock in a way that
it disintegrates and new underground areas are formed. This plays the key role
in the region of the central Europe as well as the area of Orlické hory and Góry
Bystrzyckie Mts.
We speak about alternation of very cold periods, called as Glacial; and warmer periods, known as Interglacial. The biggest influence on the Czech–Polish
mountains’ georelief had the last three Glacials, marked as Elsterian, Saalian and
Weichselian (in Polish literature are used terms such as Sanian, Middle Polish
Complex and Vistulian, for more information see BER 2005).
While the temperatures were the same or a little bit higher than nowadays during
Interglacial, Glacial was characterized by very cold and dry climate. The Northern European ice sheet shifted and it reached the area of the Czech Republic, too.
Two episodes, marked as Marine Isotope Stage – MIS 16 (approximately 620–
635 ka BP) and MIS 12 (approximately 430 ka BP) run over during the Elsterian/
Sanian, when the glacier covered a big part of Poland and Germany. As far as the
Czech Republic is concerned, it reached the southern edge of Frýdlantský and
Šluknovský výběžek Promontories, foothills of Rychlebské hory Mts., Hrubý
Jeseník Mts. and the area of Moravská brána Gate, which lies southwards from
Ostrava City.
The glacier also reached the area of northern Bohemia and Moravia, Silesia included, in the Saalian era during MIS 6 (within the scope of Polish terminology
this era is called Odranian, approximately 160 ka BP).
The last period of active glacier presence is Weichselian (between 90 – 10 ka
BP). In this period, the glacier reached the area of present Warszawa City; however, isolated glaciers were formed in the area of Krkonoše, Šumava and Hrubý
Jeseník Mts. (NÝVLT et al. 2011).
Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. were not affected by the Northern European ice sheet during Quaternary; local mountain glacier was not present, too.
The mountain ridges were covered by firn fields, which could have a long-term
character, especially in the coldest periods, called Stadial. The face of the glacier
lied several kilometers far from the northern foothill of Góry Bystryckie Mts.
during Elsterian and Saalian maximum (MARKS 2011). This led to significant
influence of local mesoclimate, which was marked as periglacial climate. The
climate is characterized by a long cold period with negative average month temperatures. Precipitation, accumulated in a form of snow, melted during a short
summer but it cumulated on the soil surface, due to permanently frozen soil, and
filled fissures and cavities in rock basement. Alternation of melting and refreezing is known as regelation. Its consequence is frost weathering – congelifraction,
caused by water volume increase during its melting.
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Especially rock outcrops at the top plateaus, slopes and valley hillsides go under
frost modulation. Originally compact rocks burst and splinter because of water
and ice activity, whereas the resulting shape rests with the rock type. Generally,
these shapes are called frost–riven cliffs and their formation is typical for heterogenous mountain relief. Sometimes, another relief forms can originate (e.g.
stone streams, block field and others) owing to released rock material on the
hillsides under the frost–riven cliff’s level.
Frost weathering and cryogenic shapes of Orlické hory Mts. relief were described by VÍTEK (1975) and REŽNÝ (1979). Further information can be found
at works of VÍTEK (1976, 1978, 1984, 1992a, b, 1996, 1998 etc.), too. Climate
character during Quaternary, young sediments accumulation as well as frost influence on these sediments were studied by REŽNÝ (1959, 1960, 1961) and
PELÍŠEK (1979). Although these works are not related to pseudokarst of Orlické
hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts., they are necessary to understand the broader
context of the local environment during glacial period.

Fig. 8. Block field at the foot of the Srázný Hill. Photo: R. Pokorný.
Frost disintegration of rock massif proceeds along the tectonic fissures and plane
of cleavage system, which gradually crumbles and forms vertical cavities. If their
width reaches several decimeters or meters and their length is in meters, we could
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speak about fissure-type crevice or cave (sensu terminology of VÍTEK 1983 and
POKORNÝ and HOLEC 2009). Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock belongs to
this category. Significant tectonic breakdown of the crystalline rock can lead to
selective weathering along the predisposition axes and its consequence can be
cavity formation. The cavity resembles rock shelter or niche. It is quite a common shape of crevice-type crevice or cave in aimed region. As an example can
serves the Small cave in Ledříčkova skála Rock, Small cave under Ledříčkova
skála Rock or Small cave near Panorama hotel.
Several localities were affected by frost disintegration of rock massif, where accumulations of free rock blocks of high dimensions originate. The cavities of accessible proportions can be formed among these boulders; in this case, we speak
about the cave of talus-type. If parental stabile rock massif participates on their
constitution, we will speak about crevice-/talus-type combination (for example
Small cave under Maruša Mount or Small cave under Homole Mount).
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History of the speleological research in the region
The area of Orlické hory Mts. has neither a long nor a rich speleological history.
Local short cavities and fissures in metamorphic rocks remained unnoticed for
a long time, as well as sporadic karst features of crystalline limestone bodies.
Probably the first paper, where caves in Orlické hory Mts. are mentioned comes
from ŠTAFL (1969), who referred about the existence of karst features in metamorphic limestone of Orlica-Snieznik complex.
Local native and significant Czech geomorphologist doc. Vítek has devoted himself to Orlické hory Mts. and surrounding area since 1970s. He published several
tens articles about geomorphology and geography of this region. He is supposed
to be the founder of pseudokarst investigation in this region, especially because
of his general article about short caves in metamorphic rocks of Orlické hory
Mts. (VÍTEK 1978). His interest in Orlické hory Mts.’ landscape still goes on,
nowadays.
The foresight of unknown and still undiscovered speleological potential of the
Orlické hory Mts. led to formation of a new group within the scope of the Czech
Speleological Society in the half of 1989. This so-called basic organisation was
named ZO ČSS 5-06 Orlické hory and and its headquarters was in Žamberk
Town. It counted 16 amateur speleologists and its first chair was RNDr. M.
Mikolanda. This post held later J. Trejtnar and Ing. T. Kalous.
The original intention of the group, presented among others on the inaugural
meeting of members, was the studying of known and discovering of new karst localities in the region of the Orlické hory Mts. as well as the establishing the cooperation with the Instytut Geotechniki i Hydrotechniki Politechniki Wrocławskiej
in order to explore the Złota Sztolnia Cave. It was also planned to study the
historical underground and hydrogeology of Orlické hory Mts.
The primary enthusiasm was relatively soon changed by active members reduction; in 1991 the group counted only six members, who started to follow commercial activities, such as localization of underground water contamination, geological survey, ecological auditing and also manual work, e.g. building and excavation works and electro-installation. The main reason of these activities was
explained as necessary to get a financial support for devices, important to speleological survey. Several expensive expeditions were also realised at the beginning
of 1990s (the USA, Israel...), but no results were wrote from these actions.
The local ZO stopped sending the regular annual reports at headquarters of the
Czech Speleological Society at the beginning of 1994. The next report comes
from 2011, when three remaining members made a conclusion to cancel this
group, which was officially done during the general meeting of Czech Speleological Society on 13. 11. 2012 in Žacléř Village. The only documented action
of ZO-ČSS 5-06 was a geoelectric survey of the Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village (MIKOLANDA et al. 1989, 1993). Several other activities, which were
mentioned in the annual reports – e.g. research of the natural underground of
Žampach Castle, cooperation with Polish colleagues etc. cannot be confirmed.
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Fig. 9. Semi-official logolink of the speleological group ZO ČSS 5-06 Orlické
hory. Source: Archive of the Czech Speleological Society.
Members of neighbouring cave groups operated occasionally in this region, too
– for example ZO ČSS 5–05 Trias (SVOBODA 1993) or ZO ČSS 5–02 Albeřice
(TÁSLER 1995, 1996). There were also a number of geologists in relation with
mineral resources, their deposits and old mines. The complex bibliography on
these problems can be found in works of KAPLAN (1988) and especially of
POKORNÝ et al. (2004) and POKORNÝ (2008).
Pokorný takes up on the speleological tradition in this region after almost ten–
year hiatus. He paid the biggest attention to anthropogenic underground and
old mines (POKORNÝ 2002, POKORNÝ et al. 2004, POKORNÝ 2008, POHUNEK, POKORNÝ 2010, POKORNÝ, HOLEC 2011) and he has been mapping karst and pseudokarst in this region since 2010. This monograph serves as
the survey output.
If the broader Czech part of the aimed area is taken into account, we must mention pseudokarst caves of foothills, where the Upper Cretaceous sediments, especially marlstone and sandstone, occur. In relation to the caves, the area of the
Tichá Orlice River is well know, as well as the surrounding region in the eastern part of Bohemian Cretaceous Basin, where several pseudokarst caves and
abyss can be found, e.g. Průvanová jeskyně Cave, Babí skála Cave, V Dolech
Cave and others. Their existence has not been noted for a long time and the
first literary mention is a little bit older than the first reference about karst caves
in Orlické hory Mts. An amateur speleological group was formed after a brief
paper of TOMAN (1961). Its leaders were A. Toman and E. Stránský and other
members were, for example, J. Jedlička, J. Majzner and J. Šváb. They started
an intensive speleological survey and works on clearing out the sediments and
stony debris from the underground cavities. Speleologists from Moravian Karst
(O. Ondroušek and L. Slezák) participated here as well. A brief historical summary of local speleologists was mentioned by VÍTEK (1971b), who describes
that the main attention was paid to Průvanová jeskyně Cave, where the bottom of
38.5 m was reached in 15. 11. 1961. This was the one of the deepest abyss–like
cave in the Czech Republic at that time.
The main effort of the survey in Průvanová jeskyně Cave was to find the permanently glaciated subterranean areas, whose existence suggested a very cold draft
and cold water springs on the foothills below the cave. This presumption was not
confirmed and the survey, as well as the activity of speleological group, was de-
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finitively finished after the intensive rainfall in 1966, when the lower part of the
cave was overwhelmed. The detailed geomorphologic description of Průvanová
jeskyně cave was carried out by VÍTEK (e.g. 1972b, 1974). Afterwards, the region has been fell into speleological oblivion and the investigation has not proceeded, with few exceptions (e.g. POKORNÝ 2002, OUHRABKA, MLEJNEK
2011).
As far as the Polish part of the Orlické hory Mts. is concerned, the caves were described in vicinity of Graniczna and Zieleniec Villages. The Cave near Graniczna
Village was known in the 19th century and it was a site of scientific and biological
observations (SCHNEIDER 1874). Two caves, namely Wapienna (Grenzdorfer
Kalkhöhlen) in Graniczna Village and Naciekowa (Tropfsteinhöhlen) at Kozia
Hala were described by DITTRICH (1939). The karst refuge was described in
the quarry near Graniczna Village by KOWALSKI (1954). After reworking of
this quarry, further parts of this site were accessible for a short time, but the
whole cave was very early destroyed. Fortunately, before it happened, the cave
had been mapped and described in May 1957 (WALCZAK 1958).
The Złota Sztolnia Cave is not such a typical object, which origin was karstic
but its history involved both long time lasting mining and touristic activities.
This was the reason why typical spelaeological studies were not of the first importance. First information on the penetration of this site and its description was
given in 1692 (DITTRICH 1938). This description, however, has very specific
form because it includes demonologic plots too. After the year 1800, this adit had
been penetrated by dr. Blottner (KINCEL 1976). Detailed studies were led here
in the late 19th century by professors of the Wrocław University H. R. Göppert,
and G. Gürich (1894–1895).
After the WW II, several studies of this site with descriptions, maps and profiles were published (MAZURSKI 1975, LORENC 1981, ZAGOŻDŻON and
ZAGOŻDŻON 1998, WOJTOŃ 1999). In 2006, several trials of exploration and
removal of rock debris from underground galleries were undertaken. Unfortunately, results did not bring the expected effect.
Similarly, intensity of spelaeological works was poor in the Góry Bystrzyckie
Mts. It results mainly from the fact that only two caves were described in this
area, one of which does not exist now.
Discovery of the Solna Jama Cave had been possible in the 17th century, even
it was found in the 18th century – first description of this object was carried out
by ZIMMERMAN (1789). Several next descriptions were published in the 19th
century, mainly in tourist guides. Biological studies had been proceeded here
from 1920 (comp. KOWALSKI 1954, ZAGOŻDŻON 2001). Dittrich gave a description of this cave in 1935. After WW II, investigations in the cave had mainly
inventory character - several detailed maps and cross-sections of the object were
made (KOWALSKI 1954, WALCZAK 1958).
The cave in Różanka Vilage was recognized by M. Pulina in 1964, which also
made a map of the object (KONIECZNY et al. 1996). Short description of the
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cave is given in another study of PULINA (1977).
Several speleological groups of amateur-type are interested in caves described
here – e.g. Stowarzyszenie Sekcja Speleologiczna “Niedźwiedzie”, “Sekcją
Grotołazów Wrocław” and “Epimeides - Oficjalna Polska Strona Taternictwa
Jaskiniowego przy KTJ PZA”.
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Biospeleology of the aimed caves
As far as above mentioned chapters are concerned, cave investigation in Orlické
hory Mts. has less than 50–years tradition. That is why the investigation of local
cave biota has similar character. We can say that the only interest of biologists in
natural underground habitats was restricted to bats monitoring in the Cave near
Orlické Záhoří Village (e.g. BÁRTA et al. 1981, FLOUSEK 2001).
If we expend the range of biospeleological survey to anthropogenic underground,
it will be still fragmentary data, which comes from occasional investigation of
specific localities. Partly systematic character has bat monitoring in several old
mines (gallery near Popelov in Zdobnice Valley, gallery in Julinčino Valley,
gallery in Lukavice) and artillery bunkers from the World War II (Adam Fort,
Hanička Fort, Bouda Fort, Skutina Fort and neighbouring Portál gallery) (e.g.
SKLENÁŘ 1969, 1981, GAISLER, HANÁK 1972, HANÁK, GAISLER 1972,
RYBÁŘ et al. 1973, ROČEK 1974, RYBÁŘ 1975a, b, SKLENÁŘ, ROČEK
1977, BÁRTA et al. 1981, FLOUSEK 1995, 2001, ŘEHÁK 2002, LEMBERK
2004).
As far as the invertebrates in this region are concerned, the knowledge restricts
to old mine gallery investigation in Lukavice, Masty and Popelov Villages (POKORNÝ et al. 2004) and Julinčino údolí Valley (POKORNÝ, HOLEC 2011).
Nevertheless the localities, which occur here, have undoubtedly a high and so
far unexpended potential, which can be documented by Niphargus species discovery at three localities = the first published discovery in eastern Bohemia, or
the springtail Arrhopalites cf. boneti = the first discovery in terms of the Czech
Republic.
New biological survey of authors of the monograph presented here, tries to solve
this dismal situation. Formaldehyde falling traps were put into all accessible
caves of the interest on the Czech area (except Solna Jama Cave because of its
protection by law) during 2010 – 2011. These traps were collected in one–month
interval. Additional individual collection was carried out in 2013. It was done
from the cave bottom and walls with the help of the leaf litter sieve and exhaustor. Species, which were possible to be determined, have been mentioned in
the cave description. Although only common species, which leak in the shallow
caves, were identified, these data are also very valuable because they represent
the only information on underground areas inhabitants.
Species of central European fauna were largely determined during the biological
survey. The significant affinity to the underground environment was confirmed
by the finding of spiders Meta menardi, Metelina merianae and Porrhomma ege
ria. Many other determined species use the cave more or less regularly, too. To
the common ones belongs butterflies, caddisflies, dipterans etc. From the nature
conservation point of view, the discovery of Stenophylax vibex, which is labeled
on the Red list of threatened species of caddisflies in the Czech Republic as vulnerable species – VU, is very important (CHVOJKA et al. 2005).
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The situation in Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. is a diametrically different. Brief information on invertebrates comes from Złota Sztolnia Cave (ARNDT 1921). There
are information on bats presence, too (FURMANKIEWICZ, GOTTFRIED et
al. 2001, FURMANKIEWICZ, BUŘIČ et al. 2001, BUŘIČ et al. 2001 and SZKUDLAREK et al. 2001). Occurrence of insect in Graniczna Cave was mentioned by SCHNEIDER (1874).
However, there is a locality, which can be marked as biospeleological “Mekka”
without any exaggeration. It is Solna Jama Cave. The investigation here reaches
until the half of the 19th century (SCHOLTZ 1844). Since this, several tens of
species, several troglobites included, have been described here. The entire part
represents information on wintering bats, too (e.g. STACH 1939, SKARŻYŃSKI
2001, BUŘIČ et al. 2001). Information on paleontological findings belongs to
the unique ones in the area of Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts. (e.g.
BIEROŃSKI et al. 2007a, for more information see the chapter below).
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Tab. II. List of invertebrate species found during the biological survey in 2010-13.
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Summary of current paleontological research
Solna Jama Cave is supposed to be probably the only cave with the paleontological findings in the aimed region. BIEROŃSKI et al. (2007a, b, c) bring the
results of paleontological survey in 1984–85, when a roof chamber ended by
narrow fissure, filled by loamy–stony sediment, was discovered. Osteological
material, belonging to 12 species, was found: Arvicola terrestris (L.), Carnivora
indet., Clethrionomys glareolus (S.), Cricetus sp., Crocidura sp., Gulo gulo (L.),
Microtus sp., Myotis myotis (B.), Plecotus auritus (L.), Sciurus vulgaris L., Sorex
minutus L. and Ursus spelaeus R. et H.
The most notable are the fibula finding of cave bear (Ursus spelaeus) and especially almost complete wolverine (Gulo gulo) skull. Wolverine is known only
from just a few localities in Poland yet. As far as paleoecological analysis of
found population is concerned, the above-mentioned authors estimate Late Pleistocene to Early Holocene (Weichselian to Holocene) age of those findings and
they indicate environment of mosaic landscape with boreal forrests and steppetundra. The bear bone was subjected to radiocarbon dating, using AMS method,
and the age was estimated as 39 ± 0,7 ka BP (STEFANIAK et al. 2009).

Fig. 10. Wolverine skull, found in the Solna Jama Cave. Free interpretation of
STEFANIAK et al. (2009).
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Protection of caves in the aimed region
The cave protection in the Czech Republic is based on several legislative regulations. It is necessary to mention Act No. 114/1992 Gazette on the nature and
landscape protection. The fundamental is especially § 10 “Cave protection and
utilization”, where all basic rules of cave protection are mentioned – this means
that it is forbidden to destroy, damage or change contemporary state of the cave
in the Czech Republic and that special permission from the appropriate landscape protection authority for their investigation is needed.
Reporting duty, obligatory for new cave findings during mining and geologic surveys, is mentioned in paragraph No. 5 § 10. Delegated regulation No. 667/2004
Gazette was published for these purposes and it sets content and extent of cave
documentation.
As we can read in the Act No. 114/1992, all caves are protected in terms of the
Czech Republic. On the other hand, the universal protection can be reinforced
in substantiated cases by the small–size specially protected areas proclamation –
we can mention for example National Natural Reserve Vývěry Punkvy, Natural
Reserve Turold, National Natural Monument Zbrašov Aragonite Cave and others
within the scope the Czech Republic; or by large–size specially protected areas
proclamation – for example Moravian Karst Protected Landscape Area.
There is no small–size specially protected area on the Czech part of the area of
interest, where the presence of the cave is mentioned as the purpose of the declaration. Nevertheless, there are three pseudokarst caves, which are situated in the
region within the scope of Natural Reserve Zemská brána. This is a reservation,
which was proclaimed in order to protection of complex forest stand, meadows,
boulder river bed of the Divoká Orlice River and rock features along the river
flow. The caves in Natural Reserve Zemská brána are Ledříčkova skála Rock,
Small cave under Ledříčkova skála rock and Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock.
The majority of Orlické hory Mts. is covered by the Protected Landscape Area
of the same name, which takes an extent of 204 km2. All the described caves on
the Czech side are located inside it. That is why we can say that all local caves
are protected enough.
From the underground objects described below, which are located in Polish part of
the Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts., the Solna Jama Cave near Gniewoszów is formally protected in the category Pomnik Przyrody (=Natural Monument). All described Polish caves, with the exception of Mała Młocka Cave, are
located in area of the Obszar chronionego krajobrazu (=Protected Landscape
Area) Góry Bystrzyckie i Orlickie (RZOŃCA et al. 2003, BIEROŃSKI 2009).
This area was declared in 1981 on 225 km2 as the natural buffer zone of the Góry
Stołowe National Park.
The Polish part of the Orlické hory Mts., the valley of the Dzika Orlica River and
the upper part of the Bystrzyca River had been declared as the Nature 2000 Site
of Community Importance.
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Karst and karst phenomena in the region
Karst features are considered to be natural creatures, which originate from surface and subsurface water activity, especially erosion and corrosion in soluble
rocks and minerals. Karst is bound on carbonate rocks, the most frequently; there
are also several cases of gypsum, halite, quartzite etc. (POKORNÝ, HOLEC
2009). Karst features can be divided into exokarst – signs on the land surface,
e.g. karren, sink holes and draughts; and endokarst – karstification signs inside
the rocks. Caves belong to the most known example of endokarst.
Karst of Orlické hory Mts. is accepted as separate karst area No. K162–54, according to valid karst classification of OUHRABKA (2009). The official Czech
speleological database JESO – Uniform Evidence of the Speleological Objects
(“Jednotná evidence speleologických objektů” in Czech) – keeps records only
about two objects in this area, which are Cave near Orlické Záhoří and Cave
under Vápenný vrch Hill. Karst channels were described recently and they are
situated in the old quarry near Srázný Hill.
As far as Bystřické hory Mts. is concerned, karst is represented by Złota Sztolnia
Cave, which is the longest karst cave of the region (tunnels’ length of 230 m and
width of 40 m) (ZAGOŻDŻON a LORENC 2005). The other important cave is
Solna Jama, which reaches length of 40 m. Karst features were possible to be
observed near Graniczna Village on the slope of Jelenia Hill (801 m a. s. l.) as
well as near Różanka Village (WALCZAK 1956, 1958).
The presence of typical karst shapes, so called speleothems, can be also observed
in several underground objects of artificial origin, especially in old mine galleries, within the scope of this region. These are hollow stalactites, so called soda
straws, sinter coatings and cave pearls.
POKORNÝ (2008) describes the occurrence of speleothems on the roof of the
old mine in the valley of the Zdobnice River, approximately 1 km upstream near
road between Nebeská Rybná Village and Rokytnice v Orlických horách Town
(Julinčino údolí Old Mine). Coatings created by soft moonmilk and stalactites
of maximum length 2 – 3 cm, situated on the roof, can be observed on the mine
walls. Sporadic karst features can be found in a mine gallery near Rokytnice v
Orlických horách Town, between Nebeská Rybná and Bělá Villages, too (Popelov
Old Mine). The portal is situated directly under the road, which connects these
two villages, on the right bank of the Zdobnice River. The locality is located
in metamorphic area, created largely by acidic rocks. That is why presence of
limestone coatings and stalactites is not abundant here (POKORNÝ et al. 2004).
It is necessary to mention that soda straws can be observed on the concrete buildings, too. These are for example army bunkers from the II. World War on Orlické
hory Ridge; road bridges over the Říčka and Zdobnice Rivers etc.; nevertheless
they are not going to be described in this text, because their genesis has anthropogenic origin.
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In Polish part of Orlické hory Mts. elements of the underground water circulation system, connected with karst development, were several times described.
Several springs at extern slope of the Orlica Mount were recognized as karst
springs; similarly the spring of the Bystrzyca Dusznicka River in soutrhern part
of Zieleniec Village (CIĘŻKOWSKI and KRYZA 1987). CIĘŻKOWSKI (1989)
characterizes in details sink hole of the Złota Sztolnia Cave and many vaucluse
springs located below. On the base of marker-studies he also concludes that existing system of karst drainage must be very widespread. Also RZONCA et al.
(2003) mention springs of the Bystrzyca Dusznicka River as a sign of this area
“karst massifs” flooding. According to BARTNIK and WALISCH (1997) crystalline dolomite lenses play an import ant role in the spring’s genesis.
It should be pointed out, however, that direct connection of existing here numerous springs with karst phenomena is rather limited. For all springs in this
area, KRYZA (1975) defines fissure or rubble origin. BARTNIK and WALISCH
(1997) noticed that most efficient springs are located in the area of the most
important dislocation – the Zieleniec thrust. Comparing their map with the geological sketch (CYMERMAN 1989, 1991, GROCHOLSKI 1956) it might be
also noticed that such springs are situated above the outcrops of carbonate rocks.
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Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village
(N 50°15′37,7”, E 16°27′47,1”)
Synonyms: jeskyně Na Dolech (OUHRABKA 2009), štola u Orlického Záhoří
(př. ROČEK 1974, SKLENÁŘ, ROČEK 1977, FLOUSEK 2001).
JESO code: K1625410–J–00001
Object localization: The cave entrance is
situated in a small quarry and mine gallery,
which lies on the left bank of right–hand
tributary of the Divoká Orlice River. This
river runs off the SE slope of the main edge
of the Orlické hory Mts. to Orlické Záhoří
Village. The cave is located approximately
1 300 m upstream this creek, where it crosses the road between Orlické Záhoří – Nová
Ves Villages. Asphalt road signed by green
tourist mark leads near the cave.
Object geology and geomorphology: The
cave is situated in a small lens of crystalline fine-grained dolomitic limestone, which is interlaid with silica layers. Limestone is deposited in a larger context of metamorphic rocks, especially Upper
Proterozoic to Lower Paleozoic chlorite-muscovite or albitic mica-schist of
Orlica-Snieznik complex, to be specific of so-called Stronie Group. Mica-schist
contains a major admixture of graphite in the overlying beds of limestone. Muscovite-feldspar quarzite are also present in this locality, but in a smaller extent
(OPLETAL 2002).
Limestone is uncovered by any surface outcrop, nowadays, and it is only possible to be observed in the above-mentioned gallery. The reason of historical
mining is a little bit unclear. The first written remark on mineral resources mining comes from SOMMER (1836), who describes presence of limestone quarry
without further details. POKORNÝ (2008) supposes, based on this information,
that limestone was mined here and he notes that mining could proceed in the
Middle Ages before the Thirty Year’s War started. It is also not excluded that
quartz was mined for glass–making purposes.
However, based on the study of historical materials, it appears that the mined
raw material here was graphite. WOLF (1864) quotes detailed mineral deposit
description of von NOVICKI (1855), who supervised the mining survey here.
A gallery near old lodge is mentioned here, and it was situated several meters
far from the karst object, described in this book, according to maps of the III.
Military Survey. Although the cave existence is not explicitly mentioned here, it
is probably the same locality. The mining of graphite with silica admixture was
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noticed by KLVAŇA (1886), KATZER (1892) and VODÁK (1913), too.
That is why it cannot be excluded that mining activities used to proceed in several periods here; limestone used to be opencast mined from the Middle Ages
until approximately 18th–19th century, attempts at graphite underground mining
used to start in the first half of the 19th century.
SVOBODA (1993) has an alternative hypothesis that it was an experimental ore
mining, which can be documented by quartz samples with sulphide mineralization, found on the bank of nearby stream. This statement is not presumable because of geological situation of the surrounding region.
The fact, that mineral resources mining happened here, can be documented,
among others, by the local name „Na Dolech“.
Stationary geo–electric measurement was carried out in the cave surrounding by
members of ZO ČSS 5–06 Orlické hory group, following the complex speleological documentation of the cave in 1989. The main aim of this measurement
was to find exact crystalline limestone position and detect new presumed underground areas. Evaluation of anomalies in rock resistivity predicates about thick
carbonate layer, whose sharp SE limitation has probably tectonic origin. No other
cavities were found; on the other hand, the measurement detected six abnormal
areas where detailed survey should be performed. Detection of electro–chemical
abnormality, found during the measurement of spontaneous polarization in this
region is very interesting, because it can correspond, in correlation with geologic
predispositions, to occurrence of the bed, pronouncedly enriched by graphite
(MIKOLANDA et al. 1989, 1993).
Object description: The cave opens in the quarry wall at the elevation of 789 m
a. s. l. The subterranean locality consists of channel system, which runs through
carbonate layer on the boundary with mica-schist in the overlying bed. The underground cavity is significantly affected by mining activities, especially near
the entering parts. The entrance was enlarged; the portal shape was modified as
well as the entering part up to the length of 15 m. A large cavern 7 m high and
10 m long originated at the contact of carbonates and overlying mica-schist due
to limestone mining by the chamber mine working. It steeply falls angle-wise
45° into deep; whereas the bottom creates talus cone of fine with high content of
muscovite and graphite. There are no residues of wood timbering in the entire
cave profile. At the end of cavern the narrow tunnel opens and it leads into area
unaffected by mining, which create two-floor system.
The upper dry part of the cave consists of low and wide subhorizontal tunnels.
The small abyss, 10 m deep and permanently flooded, arises approximately in
one half of the tunnel. The water level is more or less stabile. Pump experiment
was carried out in the lower floor to uncover new cave areas. It was proceeded
by the Federal Criminal Central Office Prague (Federální kriminální ústředna
FMV Praha) in cooperation with the Czech Speleological Society and the Mining
Rescue Service Žacléř in 1988 (NOVOTNÝ et al. 2001). The whole experiment
was precluded by unsuccessful speleodiving attempt of flooded areas explora-
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tion. The pumping started on 24. 9. 1988, nevertheless the water level was not
decreased less than 1.45 cm during 6 hours so the attempt was finished. It is
necessary to mention that two pumps with output of 500 l/min were used. Other
cavities under water are supposed to occur according to SVOBODA (1993). He
assumes that there is an underground trough, which used to drain water into
drainage channel, 180 m NE from the cave, in the past. The tunnels are supposedly covered and cramped by insoluble sediment; it is called “paleo-sink hole“.
Svoboda also mentions that opening of closed tunnel could cause disclosure of
new cave areas several hundred meters long.
Many erosion forms (erosion furrows, corrosive caverns and especially evorsional potholes of diameter 30 – 50 cm) reflect intensive flow of water. These
shapes, together with cross section and slope of the tunnels, show evidence of
corrosive/erosion activity of running water; whereas the tunnels acted as concentric trough of underground water (POKORNÝ 2008, 2011).
HROMAS and BÍLKOVÁ (1998) describe branched tunnels of total length
57.5 m, NOVOTNÝ et al. (2001) speak about the length of 70 m. The depth
from entrance to the deepest part reaches 11.2 m, total denivelation is 12.5 m.
Speleothems are not present in the cave.
UNIGEO Ostrava s. p. company was told, by former Ministry of Economic Affairs and Development, to secure the freely accessible entrance into the cave in
1990 – 1993. The original plan was to build a wall of granite blocks, but it was
changed because of the expenses, so vertical concrete blocks were produced and
used instead (HANZLÍČEK et al., 1991, HANZLÍČEK, ŠKOLA 1991, 1993).
A small entrance with a square shape and massive lockable bars, 0.5 m wide and
0.5 m high, was left near the block footing in the left direction. A small opening
for bats is located in the right lower part (POKORNÝ 2008).
Biospeleology: A regular monitoring of wintering bats was carried out in this
cave. The first records come from 1971 – 1979. The next research came through
in the 1990s. Contemporary monitoring is proceeded by Protected Landscape
Area Administration Orlické hory. From the cave are described 10 species (see
Tab. III.)
Following species were determined during the biological survey in 2010–2013:
molluscs – Discus rotundatus, Macrogastra plicatula, Mediterranea depres
sa, Oxychilus cellarius; spiders – Coelotes terrestris, Cybaeus angustiarum,
Harpactea lepida, Metellina merianae, Porrhomma sp.; centipedes – Lithobius
austriacus, L. mutabilis, caddisflies – Stenophylax permistus, S. vibex, beetles –
Trechus pilisensis, butterflies – Scoliopteryx libatrix, Triphosa dubitata.
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Tab. III. Evidence of bats identified in the Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village.
Mmyo - Myotis myotis (Greater mouse–eared bat), Mmys - Myotis mystacinus
(Whiskered bat), Mbra - Myotis brandtii (Brandt’s bat), Mnat - Myotis nattereri
(Natterer’s bat), Mbec - Myotis bechsteinii (Bechstein’s bat), Mdau - Myotis
daubentonii (Daubenton’s bat), Enil - Eptesicus nilssonii (Northern bat), Bbar
- Barbastella barbastellus (Barbastelle), Paur - Plecotus auritus (Brown long–
eared bat), Paus - Plecotus austriacus (Grey long–eared bat). 1 - RYBÁŘ 1971,
2 - RYBÁŘ et al. 1973, 3 - ROČEK 1974, 4 - SKLENÁŘ and ROČEK 1977, 5 BÁRTA et al. 1981, 6 - FLOUSEK 2001, 7 - LEMBERK 2004, 8 - Orlické hory
Protected Landscape Area, unpublished data. x - unknown number of specimens.
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Small cave under Vápenný vrch Hill
(N 50°16′44,0”, E 16°24′33,1”)
Synonyms: jeskyně na Kamenci (OUHRABKA 2009, ŠTAFL 1969)
JESO code: K1625410–J–00002
Object localization: The cave is situated
200 m far from the top of the hill with
height 961.0 m a. s. l. in the SEE direction.
It lies in an area of abandoned limestone
quarry, in its NNW part. The object name
“under Vápenný vrch Hill” could be a little
bit misguided, because as a Vápenný vrch
Hill is known the other locality with height
of 952.0 m a. s. l. and it lies 500 m southwards, on the opposite slope of sinistral
tributary of the Zdobnice River. We assume
that the name of this other hill is not correct
from several points of view. The first one is
that limestone does almost not participate
on the hill structure. The other reason is that the original name, used in maps of
III. Military Survey 1877 – 1880, was Steingipfel. The Czech version (Kamenec
Hill) is still used as a synonym (e.g. VÍTEK 2004, DEMEK, MACKOVČIN
2006).
We are more familiar with suggestion of VÍTEK (1976, 1992a) and above all of
REŽNÝ (1979), who marks the spot height 961.0 m with limestone beds, karst
features and old lime–kiln ruins as VÁPENNÝ VRCH HILL and the opposite
one (952.0 m) as KAMENEC HILL. If this terminology is correct, the cave will
bore the name “Small cave under Vápenný vrch Hill” which is similar to SVOBODA (1993).
Object geology and geomorphology: Vápenný vrch Hill is located in the zone of
crystalline rocks, represented by Upper Proterozoic to Lower Paleozoic chloritemuscovitic or albitic mica-schist of Orlica-Snieznik complex, to be specific of
so-called Stronie Group. The body of crystalline dolomitic limestone is exposed
the slope of Vápenný vrch Hill in the W and S direction. This laminar limestone is weakly folded and it contains many interbeds of mica-schist. As far as
VAVŘÍNOVÁ (1948) mentions, this limestone is approximately 35 m thick and
there are the quartz beds inside them. The interbedding join, connected to vertical
cavity, was formed along the quartz layer. The limestone contains hematite admixture, which causes red color on the surface of bedding joins (VAVŘÍNOVÁ
1948).
The dyke body of lamprophyric rocks bounds on limestone from the west side
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(OPLETAL 1977, 2002).
Limestone were mined at the quarry of wall height 15 m. Mining is supposed
to have a long tradition here and limestone, burnt in nearby lime–kiln was used
among others on military fort Josefov near Jaroměř Town. Quartz component
was used as glass raw material for glass works in nearby Anenská huť Village
(see SOMMER 1836, VAVŘÍNOVÁ 1948, SVOBODA 1993).
The cave itself consists of laminar limestone near the contact with mica-schist
in the top. Underground cavities formation was explained by ŠTAFL (1969) as
corrosive widening of bigger interlayer fissure, which was combined with tectonic failures. Loamy sediment filled cavities and fissures in this very moist area
during Quaternary and water staying here caused higher limestone solution. This
cave belongs among the bedding type, and it has not such a typical karst shapes
that could be explain by the creation in limestone with a high amount of insoluble
particles. It was presumably created by slack or flowing water from the nearby
surface, so the water origin is not related to any surrounding water sourse.
Object description: The cave opens 8 m above the quarry bottom (954 m a. s. l.).
It represents an object, which lies practically on the ridge of Orlické hory Mts.
Because of its elevation, the cave is probably the highest situated karst cave not
only of the Orlické hory Mts., but also of all West Sudetes.
The entrance of the cave was uncovered by mining activity. It is T–shaped, 1.20
m wide, 0.80 m high and with the SSW exposition. It further continues with
horizontal tunnel, which reaches maximum length 4.2 m and width 1.6 m. The
total length of the accessible part is 3 m. The tunnel is straight at the entering
part, and then it turns to west in unaccessible part. The cold draught comes from
the cave. Horizontal interlayer fissure under the roof becomes broader at the right
side from the entrance; it is partially loamy and 30 cm wide.
The cave roof is created by bed of solid limestone, whose thickness was estimated by ŠTAFL (1969) between 30 and 40 cm. The cave walls are being corroded
into pitted gratings or ribbing, which can be identified as cave karren according
to terminology of KRÁL (1958). The ledge–shaped beds of quartz are visible on
the roof walls. The bottom is covered by yellow–brown clay–loamy soil with the
stony debris and bigger stones. In the rear part of the cave, the sediment filling
creates the talus cone, which completely closes the tunnel. There is no sinter
speleothems in the cave.
There exist several smaller karst cavities with the loamy infill near the basis of
quarry bench, among the cave described above.
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey in 2010–2013: harvestmen – Mitopus morio, ?Nemastoma sp., Oligolophus
tridens, ?Platybunus bucephalus; spiders – Coelotes terrestris, Metellina meri
anae, Tenuiphantes cristatus, Trochosa terricola; beetles – Carabus violaceus,
Pterostichus niger.
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Solna Jama Cave
(N 50°11′23,2”, E 16°36′26,6”)
JESO code: –––
Synonyms: Salzlöcher (e.g. ZIMMERMANN 1789, OTTO 1923, PATEFF 1926,
DITTRICH 1935), Salzleckenhöhle (SCHOLTZ 1844), Salt Pit (BIEROŃSKI et
al. 2007a, STEFANIAK et al. 2009), Gniewoszowska jaskinia (STEFANIAK,
BIEROŃSKI 2009).
Object localization: The cave is a protected
natural monument, which is situated approximately 1.5 km far from Gniewoszow
Village in south direction, near abandoned
quarry at the SE foothill of Czerniec (891 m
a. s. l.), 10 m above nameless sinistral tributary of Gołodolnik (or Piekiełko) Stream.
The simplest way leads from road No. 389
along blue tourist sign around guard castle
ruin Szczerba. The cave lies in a forest, approximately 1 km far from this castle in the
SW direction.
Object geology and geomorphology: The
cave occurs in lens of snow–white metamorphic crystalline and coarse–grained
limestone and dolomite. Water flow inside the cave created tunnels, which were
further extended by evorsion (WALCZAK 1951, 1958). Range of erosion figures
(holes, deep cauldrons, erosion incisions, gutters and other wall excavations)
support the erosion ability of the flow.
Object description: The cave is situated at the altitude of 592 m. The entrance
resembles arch, which has width of 9.7 m and SSE orientation. The cave interior
consists of long tunnel, 5 m wide and 2 m high, with soil bottom, which turns to
the SW and narrows after 15 m. Numerous fissures and karst chimneys can be
observed on the roof of this area. The bottom here is covered by stones. The roof
distinctly decreases at the end of the cave and the tunnel branches into two parts,
which are flooded by water (water level reaches up to 30 cm). The bottom at the
entrance decreases angle–wise 10 – 15° for a whole length (KLIMASZEWSKI
1949, KOWALSKI 1954, WALCZAK 1958, 1960, KONIECZNY et al. 1996,
TRACZYK 2014). Cave prolongation was found in 1985. It is represented by
at least 3 m deep, flooded lateral fissure, which leads across short dry area into
new wide cavity flooded by water up to 1 m. Because of this elongation, the total
length of the cave tunnels takes upon 50 m. According to fossil bones found here,
we can assume that another, yet unknown floor, which led to the surface during
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the Holocene, is present (BIEROŃSKI et al. 2007a, STEFANIAK et al. 2009).
Speleothems are rather poor; just stalactites, several cm long and originating at
the net of fissures on the roof, are present. Small sinter terraces can be observed
at one area as well. As far as older descriptions are concerned, plentiful concentrations of speleothems were found near original natural cave entrance, which
was destroyed because of mining activities. BIEROŃSKI (2009) mentions that
their destruction was caused also by atmospheric conditions and thoughtless behaviour of tourists. STEFANIAK et al. (2009) describes relicts of sinter crusts
at several places of the cave, especially in variously deep depressions. A lot of
icicles and “ice stalagmites” can be seen at the cave entrance thanks to the air
circulation in winter.
ZAGOŻDŻON (2001) adverts to the interesting data on cave length. While older
data shows very small proportions – ARNDT (1923) 4 m, DITTRICH (1935)
also mentions short cave, STAMMER (1936) features plentiful findings of invertebrates in a small water pond at the rear part of the cave. This fact indicates that
a lot of sediment had to be emptied during one year, which enabled discovery of
wide flooded space. According to ZAGOŻDŻON (2001), it is not clear if sediment fill was removed naturally or by means of human activity. Present research
shows that it was presumably caused naturally. STEFANIAK et al. (2009) bring
another evidence because they found relicts of 2 cm thick sinter crust in a small
niche 10 m far from the cave entrance. Residues of soil sediment were found on
this crust, which is situated nearby the cave entrance, nowadays. It can obviously
document the elevation level of original cave fill until the first half of the 20th
century.
However, dynamics of cave sediments inside Solna Jama Cave is going to be
much more complicated. ZAGOŻDŻON (2001) omitted the first published description of the cave by ZIMMERMAN (1789), who mentions “the cave is sup
posed to be very long and wide, but flooded areas avert it from investigation.
Stone thrown into the rear cave part fell into water with loud echo, similar to ri
fle–shot”. The length of cave tunnels should be at least 17 m at the end of the 18th
century, which results from physical principle of acoustics. It is still not known
what led to at least two provable variations of sedimentary fill during 200 years.
Nevertheless, the cave had been known by locals for a long time. STAFFA
(1992) mentions that the discovery date was the 17th century; other authors prefer the 18th century and they reference the first published description (ZIMMERMAN 1789). Only a small opening, situated on a plain erosion terrace, led to the
surface in this time period (HALLMANN 1823, SCHOLTZ 1844). The second
opening was created in the 19th century because of mining activities. Both openings were connected during quarrying in the second half of the 19th century and
a contemporary entrance was formed (STAFFA 1992). BIEROŃSKI (2008) provides information about the old inscription - “1804” on the cave´s wall in the
entrance area.
The cave had been frequently visited by tourists since the 19th century, which can
be documented by several old signs and dates on the walls near cave entrance.
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Also presence of table and bench in front of the cave, as well as rubbish inside
and outside the object, reflect frequent visits. They were found here; even it is a
locality protected by law.
ZAGOŻDŻON (2001) also comments on the cave name etymology, which was
derived from similarity of coarse–grained dolomite with salt crystals. He contradicts stories that the shallow depressions in the walls originated because of sheep
licking in the belief that it is a salt.
The origin of the cave has not been definitely explained so far. KOWALSKI
(1954) means that it originated from carbonate rock dissolution because of slack
water. On the other hand, WALCZAK (1958) thinks that it was flowing water,
which means that chemical and mechanical forces apart from erosion participated on underground cavities formation. Also BIEROŃSKI et al. (2007a) are
familiar with this theory and they mention that a little karst stream flows through
the cave, situated at the SE direction. STEFANIAK et al. (2009) indicate the
average flow of this stream as 1 dm3.s–1.
A considerable attention was paid to physical and chemical properties of underground water in Solna Jama Cave. As far as STACH (1939) work is concerned,
water had a temperature of 5.1 °C; on the other hand KOWALSKI (1954) mentions temperature 6.8 °C and pH 7.5. The highest temperature level was measured by RZONCA et al. (2003), who feature 7.8 °C. Hydro–chemical characteristic of underground water can be found in their work, too. They evaluate it as
HCO3–Ca type, the pH value as 7.4, total water mineralization as 240.6 mg.dm–3
and content of dissolved SiO2 as 14.7 mg.dm–3.
Biospeleology: Solna Jama Cave represents the most explored object on the area
of interest as far as speleobiology is concerned. The history of investigation has
more than 150-year’s tradition. The cave’s attractiveness lies in the presence of
stable water level, which provides proper environment for many interesting species of cave stygofauna.
The importance of the locality is also reflected by the fact, that the cave was used
to be one of the excursion localities within the scope of the Third International
Symposium on Groundwater Ecology and the Fifth International Colloquium
on Gammarus and Niphargus in 1981 (JAŻDŻEWSKI, SKALSKI 1982, 1987).
The probably first author, who mentions organism’s findings in Solna Jama Cave,
was SCHOLTZ (1844). He indicates several common species of molluscs from
the cave’s surrounding and he claims that there are no species on the moist and
cold walls inside the cave.
Similar biological survey was processed by ARNDT (1921, 1923) following his
investigation in 1920. There is only the short list of collected species in his papers, containing one troglobite - crustacean Niphargus puteanus. SCHELLENBERG (1932, 1935), who studied the subterranean Amphipoda in a wide region
of the Sudeten caves, included him in Niphargus tatrensis species, form tatren
sis, which was confirmed by other authors, too. Unfortunately, the information
table in front of the cave still brings the original incorrect determination, but it is
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paradoxically connected with the name stated by Wrześniowski, who described
the species as N. tatrensis (WRZEŚNIOWSKI 1888, MICHERDZIŃSKI 1956).
The problems of correct taxonomy determination of the Niphargus species occurs have not been unique nowadays, too. OGORZAŁEK (2007) thinks that N.
tatrensis belongs to the different form, which is known as reyersdorfensis.
PATEFF (1926) brought such an interesting contribution, because he found 16
species of unicellular organisms named as amoeboids (Rhizaria and Amoebozoa)
in a small lake in the rear part of the cave. The author claims that the majority of
these species appears in moss.
STAMMER (1936) deals with stygofauna of Solna Jama Cave and he mentions
large species enumeration, which includes nematodes, oligochaetes, tardigrades
and crustacean. In addition to typical aquatic animals, species of the springtails
living in moss and soil were found here as well. Author explains their presence
in the lake by water level fluctuation and by sediment runoff flushing. The question of stygofauna in the Polish caves including the area of Sudetes deals also
SKALSKI (1970, 1976, 1981, 1994).
Cave springtails were studied by FRENZEL (1937) and STACH (especially
1939, partially also 1945, 1947, 1949a, b).To the most interesting findings belong troglobitic species of Arrhopalites pygmaeus, Schaefferia emucronata a
Micranurida pygmaea. Recently dealt with the springtails in Solna Jama Cave
POMORSKI (1990, 1992) and SKARŻYŃSKI (2001, 2004).
The cave fauna was also described by WOLF (1937), but it was only a compendium of former literature sources.
The spiders in Solna Jama Cave was firstly mentioned by STACH (1939).
As was mentioned above, the cave is known for bats wintering, although many
older authors claim no bats finding (for example SEIDEL 1927, KOWALSKI
1954). The first information on bats presence comes from the end of 1960s. Following species have been found there, yet: Greater mouse–eared bat (Myotis
myotis) (24.2.1985 – 1 ex., 23.2.1991 – 2 ex., 11.1994 – 2 ex., 1.3.2001 – 3
ex., 4.2.2002 – 1 ex.), Daubenton’s bat (Myotis daubentonii) (23.2.1991 – 1 ex.,
4.2.2002 – 1 ex.), Northern bat (Eptesicus nilssonii) (5.12.1965 – 1 ex., 23.2.1991
– 1 ex., 1.3.2001 – 1 ex.), Barbastelle (Barbastella barbastellus) (24.2.1985 – 1
ex., 23.2.1991 – 2 ex.), Brown long–eared bat (Plecotus auritus) (5.12.1965 –
1 ex., 28.11.1966 – 3 ex., 17.2.1972 – 2 ex., 26.3.1973 – 1 ex., 24.2.1985 – 1
ex., 22.11.1985 – 3 ex., 23.2.1991 – 5 ex., 1.3.2001 – 1 ex., 4.2.2002 – 3 ex.)
(WOŁOSZYN 1968, 1971, HAITLINGER 1976, BUŘIČ et al. 2001, FURMANKIEWICZ et al. 2001, FURMANKIEWICZ and FURMANKIEWICZ
2002).
Following species were determined during the biological survey in 2010–2013:
crustaceans – Niphargus tatrensis, molluscs – Bythinella austriaca, Lehmannia
marginata, Oxychilus cellarius; spiders – Meta menardi, Metellina merianae,
Porrhomma egeria; millipedes – Glomeris connexa; caddisflies – Stenophylax
permistus; butterflies – Inachis io, Scoliopteryx libatrix, Triphosa dubitata.
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Tab. IV. List of invertebrates identified in the Solna Jama Cave.
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Złota Sztolnia Cave
(N 50°21′10.3”, E 16°22′4.7”)
JESO code: –––
Synonyms: Goldene Stollen (e.g. BLOTTNER 1801, GÖPPERT 1875, GÜRICH
1894–5), Reinerzer Marmorhöhlen (BURCZEK 1893), Złote Sztolnie (PULINA
1977).
Object localization: The cave is situated at
the east slope of Orlica Mount (in Czech =
Vrchmezí Mount, 1 084 m a. s. l.), approximately 160 m below the hilltop, in the valley of the Zlatý potok Creek, near confluence with the Bílý potok Creek (also known
as the Bielik Creek), which runs off the
Orlica Mount slope. The easiest cave access is via road No. 389 between Zieleniec
Village and Duszniki–Zdrój Town. Indistinct pathway can be found in a sharp turning of the road, approximately 2.5 km far
from Zieleniec Village in the SW direction.
The pathway reaches to woody hillside of
Orlica Mount. The cave is situated approximately 100 m far from the road, at the
bottom of 8 m high rock wall.
Object geology and geomorphology: The cave system is created in metamorphic rocks of Stronie Group of Upper Proterozoic to Lower Paleozoic age at
the contact of mica-schist with the lens of crystalline dolomite of 230 x 40 m.
The rock complex disposes of general inclination of 30–40° in the west direction (LORENC, ZAGOŻDŻON 2002a, b, ZAGOŻDŻON and LORENC 2005).
LORENC (1981) studied the tectonics as well as the principle of metamorphic
processes of crystalline rocks near Zieleniec Village. He assumed, according to
temperature and pressure characteristics, to the transient stadium of metamorphosis at the interface of green schist and amphibolite.
The cave was uncovered and significantly morphologically modified by mining
activities, as well as the similar Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village. MAZURSKI (1975) assumes that mining started at the first half of the 14th century. Iron
ore of poor quality from underlying mica-schist was mined here. He also mentioned GLUZIŃSKI (1960), who informs that the raw material was treated in
Duszniky–Zdrój Town iron–mill, which “had been working for a long time before” 1408. MAZURSKI (1975) mentions, that this iron–mill was located in former village of Protendorf, which was situated near Duszniki–Zdrój Town, in the
south direction.
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Position of stratiform hematite deposits, which are mentioned in Vrchmezí
Mount area for example by POŠMOURNÝ (1980), was uncovered due to karst
processes in the cave. ZAGOŻDŻON (1998) notices that hematite mineralization passes to peculiar dolomite, which have white, or in places enriched by iron
oxides slightly pink color. The mining activity was markedly simplified because
miners could use natural underground places; expensive drifts did not have to be
dug out.
The inhibition of mining activities was reached when the Hussites had invaded
into Silesia, in the first half of the 15th century. The locality was completely left
in the first half of the 16th century at the latest. STAFFA (1992) mentions that the
eldest remark of the drift came from 1594. As far as his opinions are concerned,
mining was moved into higher parts of the cave tunnels and dolomite was mined
for the purposes of near–by lime-kiln in the 17th century. Definitive end of mining
history was here at the end of 17th century.
Works leading to accessing the cave to public initiated in 19th century because
the growth of the tourism popularity. Cave entrance was artificially widened in
1800 and within one year BLOTTNER (1801) published its detailed, but not
so authentic description. His work was almost completely taken by WEIGEL
(1805). HALLMANN (1823) and MOSCH (1821) also mention the cave and
he brings new remarks on the underground research. The cave was completely
accessed in 1841 and tourist description of the cave as well as its surrounding
was published (WELTZEL, WELTZEL 1841). Stream of the Zlatý potok Creek,
which flowed into the cave, was deflected at the instance of homeland association Nature Friends of Kłodzko Country in 1872. In this period, results of first
scientific research were published (e.g. GÖPPERT 1875, HOHAUS 1881–2,
BURCZEK 1893, GÜRICH 1894–5). Stairs as well as lighting were installed
into the cave in 1890–1 and commented visits with a guide were carried out. The
cave was promoted as the biggest marble cave in German Empire. MAZURSKI
(1975) mentions that the length of tunnels available for tourist was 170 m and the
elevation difference was about 25 m.
The inner equipment of the cave was destroyed in 1920 due to intensive rainfall
and it has never been restored. This meant the end of the tourist history here
(MAZURSKI 1975, STAFFA 1992, ZAGOŻDŻON and LORENC 2005).
The bed of the Zlatý potok Creek was re–created, so it flows into the cave
again and creates natural sink–hole. As far as later publications are concerned
(e.g. MAZURSKI 1975, CIĘŻKOWSKI 1989, WOJTOŃ 1999, LORENC,
ZAGOŻDŻON 2002a, b), it is clogged by sediment again. ZAGOŻDŻON and
ZAGOŻDŻON (1998) describe that the tunnels length was about 120 m in the
early nineties; according to ZAGOŻDŻON and LORENC (2005) a high amount
of tunnels were filled by floating solids because of floods in 1998. The entrance
of one lateral tunnel was filled by sediments, too (see text below). Therefore, the
length of all accessible tunnels was only 35 m in 2005.
The object is completely inaccessible nowadays. The entrance with bars was
almost totally covered by stone sediment and only upper part to height of 20 cm
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was visible in 2011. The bars are not possible to be seen in 2013 and water flows
into the cave through a small, narrow channel, worn out in the sediment. It is not
known if the sediment is accumulated only in front of the bars or if it fills the
whole cave.
Suggestions on cave area revitalization and tourist importance restoration were
published recently (ZAGOŻDŻON and ZAGOŻDŻON 1998, LORENC and
ZAGOŻDŻON 2002a); however these can be only theoretical considerations
because of the cave entrance condition.
It is quite interesting that many authors ignore karst origin of the cave. KOWALSKI (1954) as well as WALCZAK (1958) do no mention Złota Sztolnia in their
enumeration of Polish caves, CYMERMAN (1991, 1996) marks it as a survey
mine working in his map. It is hard to explain such a false classification because
all the authors must had an access to historical literature, which describes the
object as a cave (e.g. BLOTTNER 1801, GÜRICH 1894–5 and others).
Other opinion is described by PULINA (1977), who classifies the object as a
non–karst cave but without any details. His opinion is also wrong, of course.
Object description: The cave is situated at the altitude of 920 m a. s. l. Złota
Sztolnia represents a wide known tourist attraction in the region here; nevertheless massive bars were put in front of the entrance because of safety reasons. The
entrance has the SWW orientation and it is rectangular shaped. The bars proportions are 1 x 1.5 m. Mighty dump heap can be seen in front of the cave entrance.
It comes from historical mining activity and it creates a platform of unmistakable
anthropogenic shape.
The entering part is approximately 14 m long, 2 m high and 1.5 m wide
(ZAGOŻDŻON and LORENCE 2005). CIĘŻKOWSKI (1989) mentions that the
cave entrance represents former paleosink–hole of active water flow.
The bottom slopes down (angle approximately 20°, sometimes even 40°) and
it is possible to see contact between mica-schist and dolomite here. This area
is significantly modified by mining activity and it resembles subhorizontal adit
with the west direction (ZAGOŻDŻON and LORENC (2005) use a term „Szy
bik“). Rock step („Mokry Próg“, in Czech “Mokrý práh”), approximately 3 m
high, was situated at the end of the entrance tunnel. It is filled by stony–loam
sediment, nowadays.
The most spacious place of whole cave, named as „Sala Centralna“ (in Czech
“Centrální sál”), is located under the rock step. It is 6 m wide and 5–7 m high,
whereas there is a significant narrowing at the upper part of the cavity, at the high
of 3–4 m. The genesis of this cave part is simply natural, caused by karst effects.
The bottom is covered by loam sediment.
Two tunnels result from the central chamber. The first one (Seitengang, Korytarz
Boczny, Boční chodba) has the SE orientation and the bottom slope reaches about
10°. The tunnel extends across after 25 m and there are many deep vertical fissures at the roof. This “chamber” is marked as „Saal mit schrägen Dach“ (Sala
z Pochyłym Dachem, Sál se šikmým stropem) in the older drawings. The tunnel is
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ended by several shorter branches and the continuation, with the SE orientation,
has a historical name „Kluft mit dem Backofen“ (Szczelina z Piecem Piekarskim
or Nisza Piekarska, Štěrbina s pekařskou pecí). Another branch has east direction and the last one heads to the SE and it is called „Schlangengang“ (Korytarz
Żmijowy or Szczelina żmijowa, Zmijí chodba). The middle and south branches
show significant modification by mining activities.
The tunnel, which leads to the chamber, is inaccessible nowadays and its entry is
completely covered by washed sediment.
The second main tunnel, which leads from the central chamber, has the SW orientation and it is called „Schacht“ (Długi Korytarz or Korytarz Główny, Hlavní
chodba). Its length is approximately 40 m and it is ended by low but wide cavity.
The last few meters of the tunnel were filled by stony–loam sediment in 2001
and the current state is not known (GÜRICH 1894–5, LORENC, ZAGOŻDŻON
2002b, ZAGOŻDŻON a LORENC 2005, BRYGIER, DUDZIAK 2010).

Fig. 11. Side–view (on top) and plan–view (below) of the Złota Sztolnia Cave,
published in GÜRICH (1894–5).
There are no speleothems in the cave, which is possibly caused by small thickness of carbonate rocks in the overlying bed and by the soak of acid water, which
flows from the surrounding crystalline rocks containing high amount of SiO2.
As mentioned above, the length of cave tunnels took at least 170 m (MAZURSKI 1975). The total extent of karst system is supposed to be much higher.
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CIĘŻKOWSKI (1989) found presence of wide system of karst fissures, according to his hydrogeological survey. This system could potentially reach in Czech
part of Vrchmezí Mount. The presence of water springs, connected with sink–
hole in the cave, 300 m far from the cave entrance in east direction also confirm
RZONCA et al. (2003).

Fig. 12. Undated aquarelle by A. Grund, deposited in old official documents of
Duszniki-Zdrój Town represents probably the oldest drawings of the Złota Sztolnia Cave interior (“west view” on the left side and “east view” on the right side).
Reproduction of aquarelle published by LUDWIG (1896-7).
LORENC, ZAGOŻDŻON (2002a, b) studied etymology of the locality and
found that its name (Złota Sztolnia) probably came from medieval folk–legend,
when Jakub Wymertałek, one of the inhabitants, had found a gold treasure here.
Reports about treasure can be also found in the first description of the cave interior from 1692, which is written in a chronicle in Duszniky-Zdrój Town (for more
details see DITTRICH 1838). WELTZEL and WELTZEL (1841) and STAFFA
(1992) argue that its name comes from muscovite crystals, which can be found in
underlying mica-schist and its typical glittering due the lighting.
Biospeleology: ARNDT (1921, 1923) informs about underground fauna survey
in seven caves and two old quarries in Silesia, including Złota Sztolnia Cave. He
mentions seven species of flatworms, dipterans, caddisflies as well as springtails:
Planaria alpina (nowadays Crenobia alpina), Cypsela suillina (nowadays Bor
borus suillorum), Limosina silvatica, Heleomyza cesia (nowadays Gymnomus
caesius), Stenophylax permistus, Micropterna nycterobia, M. testacea and Ony
chiurus armatus.
There are only several data on bats presence in Zlota Sztolnia Cave. The first investigation was published by SEIDEL (1927), who described the Greater mouseeared bats (Myotis myotis) (30.3.1926 – 2 ex.). The discovery of the Lesser
horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus hipposideros) comes from recent period (28.10.1998
– 2 ex.) (FURMANKIEWICZ, GOTTFRIED et al. 2001).
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Cave near Graniczna Village
(N 50°23’17.0”, E 16°21’27.7”)
JESO code: –––
Synonyms: Schronisko w Granicznej (KOWALSKI 1954).
Uncertain synonyms: Grenzdorfer Kalkhöhlen, Tropfsteinhöhle bei Ziegenhaus
(DITTRICH (1939), Jaskinię Wapienna w Granicznej, Jaskinię Naciekową na
Koziej Hali (KONIECZNY et al. 1996).
Object localization: The cave was situated
at the slope of the Jeleń Hill (800 m a. s.
l.), near Graniczna Village, approximately
2.5 km far from Duszniki–Zdrój Town in
the SW direction. Its altitude was 750 m.
The cave does not exist nowadays; it was
destroyed during mining activities presumably in 1957 (WALCZAK 1958).
Object geology and geomorphology: The
cave occurred southwards from the village
Graniczna in a lense of dolomitic marble
and metaquartzite, which were imbedded
into the Stronie Group mica-schist and
gneiss. Marble was mined in several quarries, whereas the cave itself was located
in an area of the most important one. There are also remains of the old lime-kiln,
not far off.
Object description: The entrance of cave, probably uncovered by mining activity, had NNE orientation and the cave had reached up to 7 m in 1947 when the
quarry was out of order (KOWALSKI 1954). Mining activities were restored ten
years later and they probably caused another prolongation of the cave corridors
because WALCZAK (1959) mentions the length of 12 m.
As far as published descriptions are concerned, the cave had a form of shallow
cavity with disintegrating walls and pieces of calcite crusts near the entrance
in the time before the mining restoration. It seemed to be a relic of wider area,
which had been destroyed by earlier mining activities. The bottom was covered
by crumbled material, especially by debris and soils (KOWALSKI 1954). New
rock blasts uncovered cave elongation, which led into narrow entrance cavity
with the length of 1 m. The bottom rose sharply angle–wise 20° further from the
entrance. White stalactites (length 30 cm) were uniquely developed at the roof
of a big chamber with proportions 8 x 5 m. Stalagmites, 20 cm long, grew at the
bottom. WALCZAK (1960) found at least six individual growth phases because
of the study of the inner speleothem constitution. A lot of long quills as well as
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curtains, ended up with short stalactites, were developed on the roof, too. It is
possible that the cave could have another elongation because two karst channels,
leading into the core of rock massif, were found in the rear wall of the chamber.
The walls also showed evidence of running water impact (WALCZAK 1958,
1960, PULINA 1977, KONIECZNY et al. 1996).
Biospeleology: As far as the underground fauna survey in this cave is concerned,
there exists only brief information of SCHNEIDER (1874), who mentions presence of several dipterans and caddisflies species, which were collected by Professor Göppert in the cave near Graniczna Village. These were following species:
Scathophaga analis (2 ex.), Halesus flavipennis (nowadays Metanoea rhaetica)
(1 ex.) and Phryganea flavipennis (nowadays Metanoea flavipennis) (1 ex.).
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Caves near Różanka Village
(On the map from the northernmost to the southernmost:
Cave in the Żelazna Góra Hill – N 50°09’43,9”, E 16°38’12,0”
Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill I – N 50°09’42,5”, E 16°38’12,1”
Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill II – N 50°09’35,6”, E 16°38’12,9”
Okienko Cave – N 50°09’32,2”, E 16°38’13,3”
The position of the Cave near Różanka Village is unknown and localization is
only approximate).
JESO code: –––
Object localization: Abandoned quarry, approximately 1 km far from Różanka Village
in south direction (ZAGOŻDŻON 2001).
Object geology and geomorphology: The
crystalline limestone and pink–coloured
marble were mined since 1787 (STAFFA
1992). Proterozoic, as well as Paleozoic
metamorphites, especially muscovite–biotite gneiss, were found nearby.
Object description: PULINA (1977) described a cave - Cave near Różanka Vil
lage, in the region of Różanka Village,
which was opened at the altitude of 580 m. The length of the cave reached approximately 40 m, but with no precise location of the object. Nevertheless, this
value is supposed to be controversial because the cave tunnels were maximally
12 m long according to the plan of Pulina from 1964. The cave branched into two
tunnels approximately 3 m far from its entrance. These tunnels further branched
as well. The bottom was covered by stony debris; at the entrance there was a
soil layer. Analysis of morphology and location of carbonate rocks shows that
this cave was situated probably in a quarry mentioned above. It probably does
not exist nowadays; very likely it was destroyed because of mining activities in
1970s (ZAGOŻDŻON 2001). However this author argue that it could be related
to karst well which is situated in a quarry. This cave was mentionad also by
KONIECZNY et al. (1996).
Detailed speleological search carried out in 2009 resulted in description of four
new karst objects in this area. All of them are in the abandoned quarry – in its
northern and central part. In the northern part of a quarry, there are located – very
close to each other – Cave in Żelazna Góra Hill and Shelter in Żelazna Góra
Hill I. The total length of cave’s tunnels is about 18 m, the shelter is 6.5 m long.
The short cavern called as the Shelter in Żelazna Góra Hill II is about 200 m to
the south, in the western wall of a quarry. This object has a form of simple, nar-
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row, 4 m long tunnel. Its entrance is 2.5 m high. The Okienko Cave was found
150 m further to the south, at the bottom of a 15 m high wall. This object is 5 m
long. Its bootom is covered by stony debris, formed probabely during the mining activity (WOJTOŃ and FURMANKIEWICZ 2009). BUŘIČ et al. (2001)
refer about the short karst object located on the base of the quarry west part,
most likely it is one of caves described above. Several subterranean objects also
mentions in the area of the old quarry TRACZYK (2014), but without detailed
specification.
Biospeleology: The presence of Myotis nattereri has been noted in the Shelter in
Żelazna Góra Hill I. (WOJTOŃ and FURMANKIEWICZ 2009).
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Caves in Wilcze Doły
N 50°10’12,1”, E 16°37’53,1”
JESO code: –––
Object localization: The caves are located
in a small abandoned quarry, approximately
400 m to the SW from crossroad in southern part of Różanka Village (WOJTOŃ et
al. 2010).
Object geology and geomorphology: The
crystalline limestone surrounded by micaschist, with a small occurrence of quartzitic
schist (WALCZAK-AUGUSTYNIAK and
WROŃSKI 1981).
Object description: Entrances of two small
caves – Cave in Wilcze Doly I and II – are
situated at the base of the biggest wall of a quarry; they are exposed to the north.
The length of caves is 13 m and 17 m respectively. These objects are relatively
wide, their height and width reaches 4 m, but short and very narrow tunnels have
been investigated, too (WOJTOŃ et al. 2010). TRACZYK (2014) mentions in
his short paper also third subterranean object with the lenght of 17 m, occurs a
few meters from the caves described above.
Biospeleology: Three species of bats - Myotis myotis, Plecotus austriacus and
Barbastella barbastellus, were observed in the Cave in Wilcze Doly II (WOJTOŃ
et al. 2010).
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Quarry under Srázný Hill
(N 50°15′52,3”, E 16°25′26,2”)
JESO code: –––
Object localization: It is possible to see a
body of limestone, uncovered by narrow
wall to tunnel quarry, on the east side of
Srázný Hill (863.1 m a. s. l.), near blue
tourist track at the end of Čertův Důl Valley. The abandoned quarry is situated approximately 100 m under forest gravel
road, which leads through the valley of the
Čertovodolský potok Creek. The quarry
is 50 m long with the NE–SW direction.
The lower end of the quarry turns downwards along the slope and it rises on the
surface. The upper end verges into narrow,
overhanging open cut at the angle of 45°.
The cut reaches a depth of 6 m from the upper part of a quarry but it is partially
covered by loamy talus cone on its gradual side. The front of the quarry has a
character of a mine; there is an unexcavated supporting pillar, behind which 8 m
long underground tunnel exists. There are visible signs of karstification in the
underground tunnel. History of mining and mine–technical details is brought by
POHUNEK and POKORNÝ (2010).
Object geology and geomorphology: The object is established in Upper Proterozoic to Lower Paleozoic chlorite-muscovitic mica-schist of Orlica-Snieznik
complex, to be specific of so-called Stronie Group. Presence of lenses of crystalline limestone is typical for these metamorphites. The limestone bodies have narrow shape with the NNW–SSE direction in this region, maximum width is 50 m
and maximum length of the limestone is 1 km. They come up the surface in five
bigger and several smaller cases on the east side of Srázný Hill. The limestone
are not entirely pure, sometimes they contain higher amount of impurities and
SiO2, which forms quartzite zone at the edge of mica-schist. This zone is 1.5 km
long and lithological characteristics of rocks occur here corresponds to similar
metamorphites from Vápenný vrch Hill (OPLETAL 2002).
Object description: Karst features are noticeable especially in the face area of
abandoned quarry. Small inaccessible karst channel, measures of 15x30 cm and
length of 7 m, is located 3 m above the bottom level of the short mining gallery.
Fragments of other canals are visible at the area between face and roof of the
gallery. The original character of the locality can be only assumed because limestone mining almost completely destroyed karst features. Rounded cross section
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and subhorizontal grooving of the channel reflect intensive activity of running
water. Concentration of underground water, which was running off, probably
happened in this place. This underground water has a considerable corrosive
power because of surrounding acid crystalline minerals’ presence. So we can
speak about the underground stream bed which is similar to the one in the Cave
near Orlické Záhoří Village. A very thin water springlet runs from the channel,
it runs down the wall and creates a small pool at the base of face of the gallery.
Many questions remain undiscovered. The original channel extent and length are
not possible to be reconstructed due to mining activities. There exists an idea that
the stream bed could be broadened in an area of natural emergence on the surface
and also that a small cave, which helped find a limestone deposit, can be present.
Shape of the gallery face could indicate this hypothesis, because many shallow
pits and hollows of karst origin similar to karren were found here.
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey in 2010–2013: crustaceans – Niphargus sp., molluscs – Arianta arbustorum,
Cochlodina laminata, Discus rotundatus; spiders – Coelotes terrestris, Metel
lina mengei, Metellina merianae; millipedes – Leptoiulus trilobatus, Polydesmus
complanatus; butterflies – Inachis io, Scoliopteryx libatrix, Triphosa dubitata.
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Pseudokarst objects in the Orlické hory and Góry Bystrzyckie Mts.
Psedokarst can be defined as natural shapes in rocks, originated only by mechanical processes (not by chemical ones, i.e. dissolution), e.g. by tectonical movements or mechanical disintegration by water, ice or wind erosion. As in the case
of karst, for the general public are known only pseudokarst underground cavities,
although it is created much more various exo– and endoshapes, which are e.g.
sink holes, pseudokarren, weather pits and others (PANOŠ 2001).
Pseudokarst is developed in metamorphic rocks, in the area of the Orlické hory
Mts. Epigenetic and antecedent parts of many valleys, e.g Divoká Orlice Valley or Tichá Orlice Valley near Těchotín Village, belong among macro–forms of
pseudokarst relief. They are equivalent to karst valleys, canyons respectively. As
far as meso–forms are concerned, small caves and terrain depression are the most
important. These small objects are created in migmatite or gneiss, and they originated from frost–riven cliffs development and selective erosion of tectonically
damaged rock. Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock, Small cave in Ledříčkova
skála Rock, Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock and Small cave under
Maruša Mount are described in the literature. Microforms do not appear in crystalline schist, except small hollow shape – miniature cavity, which represents
initial stadium of pseudokarren or weather pits. It is situated at the horizontal
surface of migmatite boulder under frost-riven cliff on the SSE slope of Maruša
Mount (1039 m a. s. l.) in Deštenská hornatina Mts.
Probably the only evidence of pseudokarst created in sedimentary rocks is terrain depressions, which originated during plentiful karst springs, approximately
300 m far from Zelenka Village in the north-west direction. These depressions
were formed because of springing water and snow-patch erosion, probably on
large tectonic faults, on the edges of marlstone bodies of Lower Turonian, which
lies on orthogneiss of Orlica-Snieznik complex (VÍTEK 1978).
Much more abundant pseudokarst objects origin in sedimentary rocks can be
observed, in relation to regional geology, in Podorlická pahorkatina Upland, especially in its south-east part. Cavities have a shape of fissures of Permian arcose
and Turonian fine calcareous sandstone, known as “opoka”. This is especially
a crevice-type cave in coarse-grained arcose with limestone interbeds, which
is located in the upper part of Žampach Hill (VÍTEK 1972a). Fissure shelter
in spongilitic opoka of the Lower Turonian belongs to this category, too. It is
situated near the Nekoř Village (VÍTEK 1977). It is necessary to mention three
crevice-type caves in calcareous sandstone, which can be found under the upper
right slope of Metuje Valley, near Nové Město nad Metují Town in the SE direction (VÍTEK 1981).
A number of underground objects are located in the area among Česká Třebová,
Ústí nad Orlicí and Choceň Cities. These objects belong to gravitation pseudokarst because they are wide fissures wit variable width in Lower and Middle
Turonian opoka. They are caves of fissure- or crevice-type, according to pseu-
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dokarst terminology (VÍTEK 1980, 1983). The typical example is a cave Lower
Turonian opoka near Lanšperk Town, then a cave shelter near Čertovy díry, cave
Dolní Libchavy Village, V Dolech Cave and Na Palici Cave. Průvanová Cave of
near Hrádek Village belongs among these as well.
Smaller caves as well as large underground cavities, which originated on the
slopes and in the valleys, occur also in the east part of the Bohemian Cretacous
Basin. These are especially V Zatáčce Cave, artificially modified cave named V
Babí skále near Hrádek Village, cave shelter in Bezpráví Village, Mýtníky Cave,
Koňská díra Cave and cave called Liščí síňka (e.g. TOMAN 1961, REŽNÝ
1966, VÍTEK 1970, 1971, 1972b, c, d, 1974, 1979, SMOLOVÁ 1998, 2003,
POKORNÝ 2002 and others).
The caves in opoka, located in Orlické hory Foothills, have not been described in
this publication with regard to their extent and they are still waiting for systematic exploring and description.
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Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock
(N 50°7′50,9”, E 16°33′47,2”)
JESO code: –––
Object localization: The cave is situated
in a frost–riven cliff, which arises from
the slope at the right bank of the Divoká
Orlice River; 100 m far and 17 m above the
water–level. It lies approximately 200 m
south from Ledříčkova skála Rock towards
Klášterec nad Orlicí Village. A forest pathway slopes down leftwards from the cave
opening and it leads to blue tourist trail. Information table about geology and geomorphology of Zemská brána nature reserve is
located nearby.
Object geology and geomorphology: According to VÍTEK (1978), the object is characterized as a small cave niche which
originated by frost weathering of rock outcrop of Lower Paleozoic, fine sliceto leaflike two-mica gneiss belongs to Orlica-Snieznik complex. These rocks
encounter vertical and sloping fissures with principal direction 95°, 104°, 163°
and sloping foliation planes directed 30° to SSW (ČECH, OPLETAL 2000). Interesting is the 5 cm thick vein of leucocratic microgranite, i.e. medium-grained
dyke rock similar to granite, with the absence of mafites. The vein is developed
in the roof of the small cave. The geomorphological aspects of the Zemská brána
Rock Gate area was studied in detail by VANÍČKOVÁ (2005, 2007a, b, c) and
VANÍČKOVÁ and KALVODA (2006a, b), but without mention of the caves.
Object description: The cave opens at frost–riven cliff, which reaches 18 m in
the elevation of 543 m a. s. l. It retreats into the slope on the significant tectonic
faults in the middle part. The entrance is 3.5 m wide, 1.9 m high, it has the SW
direction and it is shaped as number “8”. The maximum cave length is 5.5 m,
the average width is 3.2 m and high 1 – 3 m. A large boulder (2.4 x 1.8 x 1.6 m)
is situated inside the cave and it divides it into two parts. It is possible to move
upright through the whole cave, except rear areas. The length of accessible part
is 3 m. The bottom rises angle–wise 40° from the entrance and it is covered by
stone–loamy detritus; in the middle and entering parts there is a layer of leaf litter.
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey
in 2010–2013: harvestmen – ?Platybunus sp.; spiders – Harpactea lepida, Meta
menardi, Metellina merianae, Micrargus herbigradus, Porrhomma egeria; centipedes – Cryptops parisi, Lithobius mutabilis; millipedes – Polydesmus compla
natus; beetles – Trechus pulchellus; butterflies – Inachis io.
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Small cave in Ledříčkova skála Rock
(N 50°7′58,5”, E 16°33′58,7”)
JESO code: –––
Object localization: The cave entrance
opens approximately 10 m above the
foot of Ledříčkova skála Rock (538 m a.
s. l.), above the right bank of the Divoká
Orlice River, approximately 1 km towards
Klášterec nad Orlicí Village in north direction. The easiest access is via Pašerácká
lávka footbridge, along the blue–marked
tourist and nature trail.
Object geology and geomorphology: The
cave occurs in Lower Paleozoic, finegrained, leaf-like shaped two-mica gneiss,
belongs to Orlica-Snieznik complex
(ČECH, OPLETAL 2000). According to VÍTEK (1978), the cavity originated
because of crystalline rock destruction along the tectonic predispositions (direction 17°, 115°, 147°) and inclined foliation planes (approximately 22° of west
direction).
Object description: The cave represents one of only object within karst and pseudo–karst area of interest, where technique for climbing is necessary during the
survey because the access is possible only due to rappelling from the abovesituated terrace in Ledříčkova skála Rock. That is the reason why only a small
interest was devoted to the cave. Very brief information on the cave can be found
in VÍTEK’s (1976) article, more detailed description were mentioned two years
later (VÍTEK 1978).
The entrance is 3.3 m wide, 2.8 m high, rectangular shaped and ESE oriented.
The cave has a maximum length of 3 m, average width of 3.6 m and high of
2.8 m. The roof consists of sloping rock sheet; the bottom is created by a thin
layer of loamy deposit (VÍTEK 1978). The cave was inhabited by legendary forest robber Ledříček, according to the legend (VÍTEK 2003).
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Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock
(N 50°8′25,1”, E 16°34′30,1”)
JESO code: –––
Object localization: The cave is located in
the north side of massive knob of Pašerácká
skála Rock (531 m a. s. l.). It is 10 m high
and it lies in Divoká Orlice Valley near
Zemská brána nature reserve, approximately 10 m right from the river meander.
The easiest cave access is along blue–
marked forest path with nature trail, which
is accessible via braced path leading from
Bartošovice v Orlických horách Village to
České Petrovice Village.
Object geology and geomorphology: As
the above-mentioned cave, this one also originated in in Lower Paleozoic, finegrained, leaf-like shaped two-mica gneiss belongs to Orlica-Snieznik complex
(ČECH, OPLETAL 2000). The object is situated on a significant tectonic fault
of the NNE–SSW direction, which consists of a net of fissures with the direction
between 203° and 204°; lateral fissures have direction between 278° and 281°.
A considerably tectonically affected rock is present at several places, especially
in ESE side of the cave. There is also a friable mylonite zone, which weathers in
small fragments of sandy to stony size. The underground cavity was broadened
out by erosion along this zone (VÍTEK 1975, 1978).
Object description: The entrance is 0.8 m wide, 0.5 m long, triangle shaped and
SW oriented. The cave has maximum length of 3.3 m, average width of 0.5 m
and high between 1.3 and 2.4 m. The roof is partially created by rock nip; parts
with stuck boulders, which let light through into the cave, are present, too. It is
possible to move upright through the cave, except rear areas. The length of accessible part is 3 m. The bottom rises angle–wise 10° from the entrance; it is
formed at some places by rock basis, which is covered by weathered surface in
the direction of the cave internal parts.
Several similar small caves or shelters are present in the cave surrounding. For
example, roof–shaped shelter, which is created by nipping of rock sheets, can
be found on the east side of Pašerácká skála Rock. It is located on fissures with
direction between 179° to 202° with the slope of east side and 68° to west side
direction. Its high is 5.6 m, width 4.5 m and length 1 – 2 m (VÍTEK 1978).
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Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey
in 2010–2013: harvestmen – Leiobunum rupestre, Lophopilio palpinalis; spiders
– Harpactea lepida, Meta menardi, Metellina merianae, Micrommata virescens;
centipedes – Lithobius tenebrosus; millipedes – Leptoiulus sp.; beetles – Pteros
tichus melanarius; butterflies – Inachis io.
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Small cave under Maruša Mount
(N 50°17′26,5”, E 16°24′6,2”)
JESO code: P162431A–J–00001
Object localization: The cave is situated on
SSE slope of Maruša Mount (1 041.5 m a.
s. l.) in Deštenská hornatina Mts. The entering pathway leads from gamekeeper’s
house in Luisino údolí Settlement upwards
the asphalt road in the length of 1.5 km.
Frost–riven cliffs arise from forested slope
on the left side and an unmarked path leads
through them. The path goes up the slope,
approximately 200 m, to the cave.
Object geology and geomorphology:
Maruša Mount creates an individual forked
branch of Orlický hřbet Ridge with levelled
top part. There are many relief mezo–shapes originating during cryogenic processes during Quaternary glacial. These are especially rock outcrops of tor type,
which are marked here as Marušiny kameny, and plentiful frost–riven cliffs with
cryoplanation terraces, block streams and block fields near the bottom of rock
outcrops, small caves and cave shelters. The detailed geomorphologic characteristics’ description brings VÍTEK (1992b, 1996).
The body of Maruša Mount, including the underground cavities, is created by
Lower Paleozoic, coarse eyed textured, leaf-like two-mica gneiss of OrlicaSnieznik complex. These rocks are being described as migmatites in the older
literature. These rocks are characterized by numerous pegmatite veins. They go
along the fissures with the direction of 15°, 52°, 61°, 124°, which simultaneously
bound their sides as well as the rear wall of the underground cavity. Bodies of
chlorite-muscovitic mica-schist and muscovite-feldspathic quartzite belongs to
Stronie Group can be found in the surrounding area of the cave (OPLETAL et al.
1980, OPLETAL 2002).
Object description: The cave opens in frost–riven cliff in the elevation of 1 018 m
a. s. l. The cliff reaches height of 4.5 m and width of 10 m and it arises from the
slope. The cave entrance is 2.48 m wide, 1.65 m long, skewed square shaped and
NW directed. The cave is 4.5 m long; the average width is 3 m and length 1.8 m.
The roof consists of rock block, shifted by gravitation. Several gaps are visible
among the boulders on the roof and they let the light through into the cave. The
length of accessible part is 3 m. The cave bottom is covered by stones and it rises
angle–wise 20° from the entrance.
Another narrow fissures and shelters can be observed in the log hut above the
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cave. These features originate from continual modeling of the frost–riven cliff,
especially by splitting of gradual forefront along the fissure direction. VÍTEK
(1996) and VÍTEK and BÍLKOVÁ (2009) mention that there are three larger
underground cavities on the south and SW slope, but they did not locate and
characterize these objects.
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey in 2010–2013: molluscs – Lehmannia marginata; harvestmen – Nemastoma
lugubre, Platybunus bucephalus; spiders – Amaurobius fenestralis, Callobius
claustrarius, Coelotes terrestris, Harpactea lepida, Meta menardi; Metellina
merianae; centipedes – Lithobius mutabilis; beetles – Carabus linnei; caddisflies
– Chaetopteryx villosa.
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Small cave on Homole Mount
(N 50°16′21,0”, E 16°26′19,3”)
JESO code: P162431A–J–00002
Object localization: The object lies approximately 7 km far from Deštné v Orlických
horách Village in SSE direction, 3 km far
from Orlické Záhoří Village in west direction and on a foothill of Homole Mount
(1 000.5 m a. s. l.) in the SSW direction.
The easiest access path leads from Zdobnice Village through the valley of the
Čertovodolský potok Creek along blue–
marked tourist trail. There is a visible path,
500 m long, under Homole Mount, leading
towards the parking site and up the peak
of Homole Mount. At the end of this path
there is a rock, where a small cave occurs.
Object geology and geomorphology: According to REŽNÝ (1979) the top parts
of the mount are quite interesting from geomorphologic point of view. He describes range of frost–riven cliffs, stone streams and small rock arch. However,
he does not mention the cave so the only literature reference comes from HROMAS and BÍLKOVÁ (1998) and VÍTEK and BÍLKOVÁ (2009).
The cave originated in Lower Paleozoic, coarse eyed, leaf-like, medium- to
coarse grained, two-mica gneiss of to Orlica-Snieznik complex. In addition to
gneiss, Homole Mount consists of chlorite-albitic and muscovitic mica-schist
and phyllonite of Stronie Group (OPLETAL 2002).
Object description: The cave is located at the altitude of 997 m a. s. l. The entrance is 1.2 m wide, 0.6 m high and triangle shaped. The total cave length
reaches 4.5 m, the average width is 1.5 m and high 0.8 m. The cavity has the
NE orientation. Lateral branch, 1.8 m long, runs to the left side from the cave
entrance. The total length of accessible part is 3.8 m. The bottom is horizontal
and it is covered by fine soil and stones, in the front part there is a layer of leaf
litter. The cave is probably frequently visited by tourists; that is why there is a lot
of rubbish, especially in the rear part.
A thick block–field can be found near the cliff, leftwards the cave entrance. There
is a small evidence of another talus-type cave evolution, which is 1.5 m long,
nowadays.
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Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey
in 2010–2013: molluscs – Nesovitrea hammonis; harvestmen – ?Platybunus bu
cephalus; spiders – Cybaeus angustiarum, Haplodrassus silvestris, Microneta
viaria, Robertus lividus; centipedes – Lithobius mutabilis; millipedes – Glomeris
connexa, Leptoiulus sp.
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Small cave near Panorama hotel
(N 50°17′50,8”, E 16°20′33,7”)
JESO code: –––
Object localization: The cave is situated
near Panorama hotel in Deštné v Orlic
kých horách Village. The easiest access
path starts at the hotel and then leads via
the blue tourist trail along the pilgrimage
chapel of blessed Panna Marie in Dříš Village. Forest stand, southwards the chapel,
provides many isolated rocks, whereas the
cave is in a base of one of these rocks. It
lies approximately 100 m far from the tourist trail, in the lower part of the slope, in the
Bělá River direction.
Object geology and geomorphology: The
cave originated in Upper Proterozoic to Lower Paleozoic amphibolites to gabbro–amphibolites of Orlica-Snieznik complex (DOMEČKA a OPLETAL 1970,
OPLETAL 2002). The amphibolites are finely folded (crenulation cleavage).
Object description: The cave lies at the elevation of 657 m a. s. l. The entrance
width is 2 m, length 1.5 m and the shape is triangular. The cave has north orientation and it is free accessible. There is a boulder near the entrance, in the middle
of the cave, which has proportions of 1.2 x 0.7 m. Behind the boulder, there is a
fissure which is 1.1 m wide and 0.8 m long. It is possible to move upright from
the entrance to the fissure. The total cave length reaches 3 m. The bottom is horizontal and it is covered by thick layer of leaf litter at the entering parts. Further,
the litter passes gradually into loam and stones.
Information on the cave has not been published yet; data on is location kindly
provided Ass. Professor Jan Vítek (the University of Hradec Králové).
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey
in 2010–2013: molluscs – Causa holosericea, Discus rotundatus; harvestmen
– Leiobunum rupestre, Paranemastoma quadripunctatum; spiders – Harpactea
lepida, Metellina merianae; spiders – Leistus piceus; caddisflies – ?Potamophy
lax sp.; butterflies – Inachis io.
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Small cave in Antoniino údolí Valley
(N 50°15′45,2”, E 16°19′51,6”)
JESO code: –––
Object localization: Antoniino údolí Valley is situated between Skuhrov nad Bělou
Village and Deštné v Orlických horách Village; the Bělá River flows here and the road
from Deštné v Orlických horách Village to
Solnice Town runs through. The easiest access path starts at the “Liberk, Uhřínov –
hájovna” bus stop and leads via the abovementioned road. The object is located on
the left slope of the valley, approximately
200 m far from the road and 120 m far from
the river, on the SW hill of Bělá (681.7 m
a. s. l.). There is no road leading directly
to the cave and the trail goes through quite
difficult terrain of a steep forested slope.
Object geology and geomorphology: The cave originated in metamorphic rocks
of Nové Město Group, specifically in chlorite–muscovitic to muscovite–biotitic
greywacke–like phyllites of Upper Proterozoic age. On the composition of the
Bělá Hill also participates amphibolites and gabbro–amphibolites; on the NE
slope there is a body of lamprophyric dike rock (DOMEČKA and OPLETAL
1977, OPLETAL 2002).
Object description: The underground space is situated at the elevation of 620 m.
The cave is created by horizontal tunnel with two entrances. The north oriented
entrance is 1.9 m wide, 1.3 m high and it is arch shaped. The second one lies at
the opposite side and it is semi– arch shaped. Its width is 2.3 m and high 0.7 m.
The total cave length reaches maximum of 4.2 m, the average width is 1.5 m and
high 1 m. The roof consists of sloping glass plate and the bottom is covered by a
thick layer of leaves and it rises angle–wise 20° from the entrance.
A range of rock blocks is located in the cave surrounding environment. These
blocks document cavities development in a form of shallow cave shelters and
crags. We can mention for example cave shelter in the rock wall, which is located
under the cave. This shelter is 0.6 m high, 0.8 m wide and approximately 1.5 m
long (ZEMÁNKOVÁ 2011).
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey
in 2010–2013: harvestmen – Paranemastoma quadripunctatum; spiders – Mal
thonica silvestris, Harpactea lepida.
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Objects of uncertain origin
Mała Młocka Cave
(N 50º18´13” ,E 16º31´55”)
JESO code: –––
Object localization: Fissure pseudokarst
cave, located in the Młoty Village, near to
the tennis court belonging to the recreation
center (building No 22), on the right bank
of the Bystrzyca River. Entrance opens ca.
1 m above the flow of the river and it is
easy to see from the road.
Object geology and geomorphology:
A cave is situated in a cataclastic zone,
probably a fault zone, in the muscovitebiotite paragneiss of Stronie Group with
feldspar porphyroblasts (FISTEK and
GIERWIELANIEC 1957, RZONCA and
BUCZYŃSKI 2004).
Object description: Straight gallery 9 m long oriented NE–SW (azimuth 231º;
see: RZONCA and BUCZYŃSKI 2004). The height of a corridor is 130–180 cm
and width 80–110 cm. The floor horizontal and it is covered by clayey sediment
with gneiss rubble and pebbles of Cretaceous sandstone. In the surrounding,
there are many rocks with short fissures and cavities. This object was mentioned
also by WOJTOŃ (2006) and BRYGIER and DUDZIAK (2010).
The origin of the object is unclear. The apparent fault zone is visible in the upper part of the cavity, which would suggest the erosion and weathering along the
tectonic predisposition. This process would result into the fissure-cave creation.
However, it is not also excluded that this object could be later enlarged by mining
works, what suggests a small dump before the entrance.
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey
in 2010–2013: spiders – Meta menardi; butterflies – Scoliopteryx libatrix.
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Cave near Kozia Hala
(N 50°23′18,6”, E 16°21′26,6”)
JESO code: –––
Synonyms: ??? Grenzdorfer Kalkhöhlen, ??? Tropfsteinhöhlen bei Ziegenhaus (DITTRICH (1939), ??? Jaskinię Wapienna w Granicznej, ??? Jaskinię
Naciekową na Koziej Hali KONIECZNY et al. (1996)
Object localization: The object lies near the
former hamlet Kozia Hala in forested valley near Czech–Polish border. The easiest
access path leads via road No. 389 in Zieleniec – Duszniki–Zdrój direction. In front of
the parking place near Kozie Hala recreation building turns an unmarked but easily
visible forest path, which goes to several
abandoned quarries. The entrance to the
cave was opened in one of the smaller side
pit quarry, on the base of quarry wall. It was
located on the slope of Jeleń Hill (800 m a.
s. l.) in the north direction and its elevation
was approximately 730 m. The object is destroyed, nowadays.
Object geology and geomorphology: The cave originated in a body of metamorphic rocks, i.e. ocher yellow crystalline limestone to quartzite. Proterozoic gneiss
occurs in the top.
Object description: The arch–shaped entrance was 2.6 m wide, 1.3 m high and it
had the NW direction. The cave was maximum 9 m long, 1.5 m wide and 0.6 m
high. The accessible area decreased from the entrance and it turned right. The
roof consisted of sloping rock plate. The available length of the accessible part
reaches up to 5 m. The cave bottom was broadened in several cave places, in
contrast to the entering part, and it rose angle–wise 30°. It was covered by a thick
layer of stony detritus.
The object was found in 2010 within the scope of speleological survey of the local region (ZEMÁNKOVÁ 2011). The underground area of the cave was largely
filled by sediment, so it was not possible to reconstruct their total shape, tunnel’s
length or appropriate branches. That is why it is not sure if the object has karst–
or pseudokarst character. Human activities within mining cannot be excluded
as well. Direct evidences are missing, no speleothems were found in the cave,
no marks of wall working are visible; that is why the attribution “cave” is only
provisory.
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We cannot foreclose that the cave was known before. DITTRICH (1939) describes two objects – Grenzdorfer Kalkhöhlen and Tropfsteinhöhlen bei Ziegenhaus at the area of Graniczna and Kozie Hala. His hypothesis about two different
objects is supported by ZAGOŻDŻON (2001), too.
Questions on the cave origin and history have remained unsolved, because the locality is destroyed, nowadays. The rock block crashed down in summer 2013 and
it filled the major part of depression of the former pit quarry and also completely
overwhelmed the cave entrance. Photos presented in this book are supposed to be
the only proof that the cave ever exists sometimes in the past.
Biospeleology: Following species were determined during the biological survey
in 2010–2013: molluscs – Aegopinella minor; harvestmen – Oligolophus tridens,
Opilio saxatilis; spiders – Cicurina cicur, Coelotes sp.; centipedes – Lithobius
nodulipes.
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01 – Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village, secured portal with lockable bar.

02 – Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village, the rear part of the chamber, modified by
mining activity, entrance to natural cave areas.
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03 – Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village, erosion furrows and evorsional potholes
on the cave roof.

04 – Cave near Orlické Záhoří Village, small lake at the bottom flooded part of
the cave.
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05 - Small cave under Vápenný vrch Hill, sight into the rear inaccessible part.

06 - Small cave under Vápenný vrch Hill, overview of wall of abandoned quarry.
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07 - Złota Sztolnia Cave, overview of the entrance.

08 - Złota Sztolnia Cave, detail of entering bar covered by debris (condition in
2011).
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09 - Złota Sztolnia Cave, the subhorizontal shaft called “Szybik” (condition in
1999).
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10 - Złota Sztolnia Cave, the ladder in rock step “Mokry Próg” (condition in
1999).
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11 - Small rock with the entrances into the Cave in the Żelazna Góra Hill (below) and the Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill I (above).

12 - Cave in the Żelazna Góra Hill, detail of the entrance.
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13 - Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill I, detail of the entrance.

14 - Interior of the Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill I. On the cave roof, there are
visible small stalaktites.
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15 - Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill II, overview of the entrance.

16 - The Okienko Cave, overview of the entrance.
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17 - Old lime-kiln near abbandoned quarry with the Caves in Wilcze Doły.

18 - Small rock with the entrances into the Caves in Wilcze Doły.
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19 - The Cave in Wilcze Doly I, overview of the entrance.

20 - The Cave in Wilcze Doly II, overview of the entrance.
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21 - Quarry under Srázný Hill, overview of the abandoned quarry.

22 - Quarry under Srázný Hill, forefront of the drift with well-developed micaschist interbeds among limestone layers. Two karst canals are situated in the
middle of the photo.
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23 - Quarry under Srázný Hill, detailed view of the biggest karst canal.

24 - Quarry under Srázný Hill, interior of karst canal with Scoliopteryx libatrix.
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25 - Solna Jama Cave, wall of former quarry with the cave entrance.

26 - Solna Jama Cave, detail of sporadic stalactite in the fissure system on the
cave roof.
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27 - Solna Jama Cave, small lake in the rear part of the cave.

28 - Solna Jama Cave, typical character of karst cavities inside the cave.
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29 - Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock, overview of the locality.

30 - Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock, detail of the entrance.
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31 - Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock, sight into the rear inaccessible
part.

32 - Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock, vein of leucocratic microgranite.
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33 - Small cave in Ledříčkova skála Rock, overview of the locality.

34 - Small cave in Ledříčkova skála Rock, sight into the entering part of the
cave.
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35 - Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock, overview of the locality.

36 - Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock, sight into the rear inaccessible part.
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37 - Small cave under Maruša Mount, overview of the locality.

38 - Small cave under Maruša Mount, sight into the rear inaccessible part.
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39 - Small cave on Homole Mount, overview of the locality.

40 - Small cave on Homole Mount, detail of the entrance.
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42 - Small cave near Panorama hotel, sight into the rear inaccessible part.

41 - Small cave on Homole Mount, sight into the rear inaccessible part.
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43 - Small cave near Panorama hotel, crenulation cleavage on the amphibolite
outcrop.

44 - Small cave near Panorama hotel, overview of the locality.
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45 - Small cave in Antoniino údolí Valley, overview of the locality.

46 - Small cave in Antoniino údolí Valley, sight from the end of the accessible
part towards the cave entrance.
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47 - Mała Młocka Cave, detail of the entrance.

48 - Cave near Kozia Hala, sight into the rear inaccessible part.
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49 - Mała Młocka Cave, sight into the entering part of the cave.
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50 - Cave near Kozia Hala, wall of the abandoned quarry, cave entrance on the
foothill (condition in 2011).

51 - Cave near Kozia Hala, sight on the massive rockfall in an area of former
cave entrance (condition in 2013).
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52 – Mollusc Bythinella austriaca, Solna Jama Cave. Real size = 2.4 mm.

53 – Crustacean Niphargus tatrensis, Solna Jama Cave. Real size = 12 mm.
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4 – Spid er Meta menardi, Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock.

55 – Spider Metellina merianae, Quarry under Srázný Hill.
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56 – Butterfly Scoliopteryx libatrix, Quarry under Srázný Hill.

57 – Butterfly Triphosa dubitata, Quarry under Srázný Hill.
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58 – Butterfly Inachis io, Quarry under Srázný Hill.

59 - The Greater mouse–eared bat (Myotis myotis), Cave near Orlické Záhoří
Village.
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Tables
Tab. 1.
1 - Cave near Orlické Záhoří. The side view (above) and plan view (below).
Free interpretation of SVOBODA (1993).
2 - Solna Jama Cave, plan view. Free interpretation of STEFANIAK et al.
(2009).
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Tab. 2.
1 - Złota Sztolnia Cave. The side view (above) and plan view (below). Free
interpretation of ZAGOŻDŻON and LORENC (2005).
2 - Small cave under Vápenný vrch Hill, plan view. Plan: R. Pokorný.
3 - Cave near Graniczna Village, plan view. Free interpretation of WAL
CZAK (1958).
4 - Cave near Różanka Village, plan view. Free interpretation of PULINA
(1977).
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Tab. 3.
1 - Small cave under Ledříčkova skála Rock. Plan: R. Pokorný.
2 - Small cave in Antoniino údolí Valley. Plan: R. Pokorný.
3 - Small cave in Pašerácká skála Rock. Plan: R. Pokorný.
4 - Small cave under Maruša Mount. Plan: R. Pokorný.
5 - Small cave on Homole Mount. Plan: R. Pokorný.
6 - Small cave near Panorama hotel. Plan: R. Pokorný.
7 - Small cave in Ledříčkova skála Rock. Plan: R. Pokorný.
8 - Mała Młocka Cave. Free interpretation of RZONCA and BUCZYŃSKI
(2004).
9 - Cave near Kozia Hala. Plan: R. Pokorný.
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Tab. 4.
1 - Cave in the Żelazna Góra Hill. Free interpretation of WOJTOŃ and FURMANKIEWICZ (2009).
2 - Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill I. Free interpretation of WOJTOŃ and
FURMANKIEWICZ (2009).
3 - Shelter in the Żelazna Góra Hill II. Free interpretation of WOJTOŃ and
FURMANKIEWICZ (2009).
4 - Okienko Cave. Free interpretation of WOJTOŃ and FURMANKIEWICZ
(2009).
5 - Cave in Wilcze Doly I (on the right) and II (on the left). Free interpretation
of WOJTOŃ et al. (2010).
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